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}if)DEL PREDICTIOIiIS OF \¡CV'Itr, DISSIMII,ARITY*

Rolf Carlson a Björn Crranstrim
Institutionen för tali:verförÍng, Telcriska Ltögsko1an, St¡ckholm.

Severa-l spCels of the ç:eripheral auditory systsn have been studj-ed..

As test Ílaterial r¡Ê have used perceptual clata on psychoacoustic and phonet-
ic <lj-ssi¡ilarity (Cailson, cranstrtin, & Klatt, 1979¡ Kl.aiut, 19791. Ttre

pred.ictive value of the spdels depends on type of stimuli and perceptual-

task. Type of netric used i¡r the dissj¡n-ilarity calculation is of srnall

fuportance for the cþrrelation bet'rleen predicted and perceirzed dissjmila-
rity. üie fj-rìd a strong support for the view that scrrÊ kind of peak pickillg
rechanism is j¡¡volved in s¡:eech perception. A model is presented that j.rr-

cl-udes such a featr:re.

An Ðçanded version of this paper is published h S:ILI)PSR 3-4/1980
(Inst. för talirverförirg, Tekniska liijgskolan, Stockholm) .
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A PILOT INVESTTGATTON OF THE F

IN AI,IERÏCAN ENGLÏSH

PATTERN

Niels Dyhr
Institute of Phonetics, University of Copenhagen

Abstract
Fourteen declarative sentences hrere recorded by one.natLve
speaker of American English. The Fo pattern (the F. move-
ment wíthin the stress group) was investigated, and-a model
was proposed. This model ¡ras compared to one based on
identical materj-al, but with a British speaker.

1. Introduction
I¡r BrÍtish Enqlish and "East Coast Ãrerican Enqlish" the

stressed syllabIes have a higher fundamental frequency than the
unstressed ones (Fry, 1958, Lieberman, 1960). Bolinger (1970)

mentions, hohrever, that in other types of American English â

pattern may be found in which the fundamental frequency is lovter
in the stressed syllables than in the unstressed ones. The

purpose of the pilot experiment reported below \,ras to examine
instrumentally this opposite Fo [tattern.

2. Procedure
The test material- consisted of 14 declarative sentences,

each consisting of a test vtord (either a natural word or a non-
sense - but possible - word) embêdded in a carrier phrase. To

avoid the influence of intrinsic Fo differences among vowels,
the material was constructed in such a v/ay that each test sen-
tence contained either low or high vowels throughout.

The test material,conÈained the follov¡ing stress combina-
tions: Stress on the first, second, third, and fourth syllable
in the test v¡ord, followed by zero, one, and two unstressed syl-
labfes

The materiaf was recorded ten times by a twenty-two year
old American male speaker. born and raised in Californj-a.

' Tracings of the Fo movements v/ere made, and superimÞoded,

on one another. Average Fo curves were d.ravrn by hand. A guanti-
tative measure for the central tendency of the Fo level in the
vowels was obtained by measuring the average Fo curves at a

point t\ro thirds from the vo!¡el- start, cf. Possi (1971) .
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3. P.esults
ft was found that in the natural words afl the stressed

syllables had a lower fundamentar frequency than the unstressed
ones. For the nonsense words the pattern v/as the opposite.
This seemed to be due to the fact that the speaker, v¡ho had had
no phonetic training, was unabre to pronounce the nonsense words
without emphasizing them. The change of pattern did not occur
at the ryord boundary but at the stress grorrpl boundary - i.e.,
the Fo pattern did not change before the stressed syllable in
the nonsense word, even v¡hen the stressed syllabre was the last
one in that v¡ord. This seems to indicate that the Fo pattern
is controlled, not by the r¿ord but by the stress group.

The resul-ts for the na.tural words can be described by the
model shown in figure I.

The model based on the data from the Arerican speaker can
be compared to one based on an i-denticar test material, but vrith
a British speaker, figure 2. It is evident that, apart from
the opposlte Fo pattern, a definite sentence nucleus. (focus) is
found only in the British model, which also has a.greater Fo
variation than the Amerlcan model.

It must be pointed out that, considering the very restricted
material, the present result should be viewed v¡ith care. A pre_
li-minary examination of data obtained for another American
(Wisconsin) speakei, hovlever, seems to be in good agreement
with the tendencies outfined in the present paper.

References

Bolinger D.L. 1970. Relative Height, Intonation, I37_I53.
Fry D-8. 1958. Experiments in the perception of Stress.

Language and Speech f, 126-15I.
Liekierman P. 1960. some Acoustic correlates of word stress i-nAmerlcan English. JASA 32, 45L-454.
Rosqj- M, i971. Le seuj-l glissando ou seuil de perception desvariations tonares pour les sons de ra paiole.'phonetica

. 23, f-33.

r) The stress group is defined as a stressed syllable ptus
the following unstressed ones.
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ART]CULATORY COORDTNATTON,.IN SELECTED VCV UTTERANCES:

ACOUSTIC-AUDITORY CONS f DERATIONS

Olle Engstrand
Institute of Línguistics, Uppsala

Ihtroduction
The basic argunent of thís paper is that the predictive power of articufa-
tory nrodels largely depends on the extent to which they are supported by a¡r

e>rpfícit theory of the acoustic-auditory properties of speech sounds. tk)re

specifically, the purpose is to dsnonstrate a case r¡*rere the choice of nrc-

tor strategy is determined by acoustic-auditory criteria rather than Lry

constraj-nts on the motor systsn.
The speech sample consists of cìreradiographic recordings of a few ut-

terances of the vowel-consoriant-vo¡¡¡ef (VCV) type, namely ipi, ipr, _u!!, uFu,

and ipa. The experimenta.l task is to study the trajectories of the tongue

body novenents from the fj-rst vowel (V., ) to tìe second (Vr) across the in-
tervening consonant. For the sake of the discussion, we adopt as our null-
hypothesis that these trajectories are approxirnately thear. FTom an arti-
culatory point of view, this is a reasonable assumption since there are no

obvious anatcmical restrictions on t].e n¡¡tual independence between tongue

and lip movsnents.

As or]I alternative hlpothesis, we sìmply take the contrary, i.e., the
tongue body trajectori,es from V1 to V2 wil] deviate from a straight course.
If this turns out to be true, further qualifications as to the nature of
the deviation will L:,ave to be ¡nade.

We assLtrne, as a matter of fact, that the null-hypothesis wifl. ha_ve to
Æ rcJwLa. r¡Àr5 dssultl)Llult t5 &ss utL u¡c tulf uwrr¡g LW gÌ (iuLlþ:

'1. An optìmal articulatory strategy wifl be such that the crucial
acoustic-auditory effects j-ntended by the s¡:eaker are kept (a) esse¡rtialfy
invariant and (b) free from conflicting noise.

Strong evidence in favor of acoustically ìrrvariant properties of stop
sounds Llas recently been offered by Blurnstein and Stevens (1979). They show-

ed that properties such as rdiffuse-rislng', 'diffuse-falling', and 'com-
pa.ct', resìding in the short-tjme release spectra, are not appreciably af-
fected by changes i¡r the j¡rnediate vo\^/e1 conteù<t.

The characteristic (mar:ner) feature of Swedish stops is taken to be a
short burst of fricative noise wÌth an abrupt onset. As is welf known, how-

ever, the production of a voiceless stop is often accorq)anied by numerous

acoustic events. This j¡nnediately necessitates a justificaLion of the choice

5



of one particular property' or event' as the 'object of the speakerrs j¡ten-

tion' in the sense of von Wright (1971, p.89). Tb this end, we c¿ùrl try to
show tì,at all acoustic events that tend to materialize in connection with

the noise burst can be plausibly regarded as causally related to tlìe burst

in a certain way (cf. öhnan et aI. 1979). Then, in terms of production, the

closing of t:.he m¡uth in ccrnbir¡ation with an egressive airflow generated in
the lungs can be looked upon as adjustîents nade in preparation for the

'executive' openi-ng gesture ttrrough which the intended burst is brought a-

bout. Those adjustîents nrake the burst possible, so to speak, not the other

way around.

Consequently, the fricative burst is taken to be the prjnary, intended

effect of the articul-atory lrLvsnents in question. The acoustic consequences

of preparatory (and postcipatory) novernents, e.g. silent interval and for-
nEnt tra¡sitions, will then be regarded as side-effects, secondarlz to the

burst.
2. fn order to bring about tìe prìrnary acoustic properties of a P

sound, i.e. a short noise burst characterized by a diffuse-falling spectrurn

and an abrupt onset, sctne aero-dlmamic corditions Lnve to be met with.
Accordilg to Stevens (1971), the pressure drop Pd at a constriction is

proportional to the density of the airJ, , the volume velocity U' and the

cross-sectionaf area A of the constriction by

))
Pd = k?u'/2A-) ,

v¡herekisaconstant.
Now consider a pi or pu sequence. We assune (Stevens 1971) that tle

cross-sectional area A at tÌ¡e tongiue-patate constriction is in the order of
0,3 crn2 for the high vowels i and u, and, further, that the volune velocity

U rises to about 1500 cm3sec-1 as an j¡nnediate consequence of the p rel-ease.

Then, if both these conditions are present siÍultaneously, i.e. if the ton-
gue fu1ly antícipa.tes the vowel at the release, the results of Stevens'

calculations show that a considerable turbulence noise source will be gene-

rated at the tongue-pa.l-ate constriction. Consequently, the (prj¡nary) p

hrrst will be (a) perceptually nrasked by the secondary noise, and, Insreover,

(b) physically weakened, since, by the above equation, tle lowered volume

velocity U which results frcrn the presence of a secondary constriction w1ll

reduce the pressure drop Pd across the routh orifice. Also, (c) the secon-

dary noise wifl contaj¡r frequency ccfnponents not ccnpatiJrle with an ídeal

p spectrum.

Tlrese bejlg negative consequences of full vowel anticipation by the

tongue at the stop release in pi and glr wê assume that some artiorlatory
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neasure is taken to avoid thern. For ìrstance, according to the above formula,

a great enough increase in A wi1l, al-l other things being equal, lead to a

reduction of the pressure drop across the tongue-pa.late constriction. This

means thåt t¡re tongue should not be in a high vowel position at the rÐment

of release. f¡r other r,rrcrds, the tongue body movenent from a high V., to a

high V, across p has to deviate from its straight course so that a wide e-
nough aj-r outlet at the release Ícment is provided for. In the specì-al case

of the slfimetrical ipi and ul¡-r sequences we trould, consequently, expect a

tongue lowering gestrrre to coincide with the p, ¡thereafter the tongue

body lrould resume its high vo\4/el position.
Concerning the tjming of the initiation of the tongue lowering gesture,

we draw on a few pi-Iot experirnents with speech synthesis recentfy carried
out in our laboratoryl). rho.. experjrents i¡rdicate tlat, if the voice
source is maintatred slightly too long at a p implosion, listeners tend to
hear the sequence þ, for instance ibpi for ipi. We therefore expect the
gLottis to begin its opening gesture before the fabial closure in order to
avoid the undesired impression of a voj-ced consonant. The concomitant rise
in vofune velocity wi-l-l then create a turbulence noise if the high vowel

constriction is still present. we therefore assume that the tongue lowerjrg
gesture will @in before the implosion so tlrat turhrlence noise 1s avolded.

These considerations l-ead us to reject t}le nuÌl-hypothesis - i,e. that
the tongue body nxcvernent trajectory foffows a straight fine - and to accept

the alternative hypothesis wit¡ the above tonporal specifications. We will
no¡¡/ Gcmpare these predictions wlth experìmental evidence.

Experimental methods2 )

The results presented in this report are drawn from a larger body of data

including sunuitaneous high-spee<l cineradiographlc ano electromyographic

recordings Íìade fur an attqnpt to cover various aspects of speech production.

Here, the refevant cineradiographic observations wilÌ be singled out for in-
spection. No E¡4c data will be reported on in this paper.

The subjects were tr¡¡f, Centra.I Standard Swedish speakers, one fqnale
(LE) and one male (BG), both in the beginning of their thirties. During the

recording sesslon the su-bjects read various VCV utterances for t\,!o nlj-nutes

each using systernatically varlzing rate and stress on each utterance. The

utterances studied here were prduced at a fairly slov/ rate with the sen-

tence accent on the VCV part whj-ch was snbedded j-n the carrier phrase 'sä-
ja p_p igen' ('say p____p agail'). The grave \^'ord accent characteristic of
S'¡¡edish conpounds was used. fn ccrnbination with the sentence accent, this
gives roughfy equal promì-nence to both syllables.
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The observed X-ray frames were sampled frc¡n a film of the nid-sagittal
aspect of the subjects' vocal tracts taken with a 16 rm cine camera at a

speed of 60 frames/sec. Srnal-l radio-opa.que pellets were attached to three

positions along the midline of the tongue dorsun and to one position each

on the lower teeth and the upper and lower lips. A refere¡rce pel1et was

attached to the upper teeth. A contrast mediun was applied to tl-e lips of
both subjects and to the upper tongue surface of subject LE. For the prr-
pose of simultaneous and j¡nnediatety subsequent B4G-recording, both sub-

jects had needle efect-rodes jmplanted in a few muscles (lips, jaw, and

tongue). Both subjects reported, after a few minutes practice' that the pre-

sence of the pellets and the needles \¡tas not felt to disturb their speech.

The subjects were seated comfort-ably wlth their heads positioned to-
wards a hollow head-support. No other head-holder vÊs used. The subjects

were asked not to nove during the run. Their steady position l'¡as contj¡tuotls-

ly nonitored, and no appreciable mcvement was detected.

The film analysis was carried out in differe¡rt ways. Several fra¡res

were tracd in order to obtaj¡ the outlines of the nrandible, tongue, lips,
and pa.late at certain points in time. For a1I test utterances, except

tlose rejected because of subject errors, the x and y pellet coordinates

refative to the reference pellet were fed into a cdr[¡rter, and their Íove-

ments were plotted as a function of tjme. Those diagrams will be published

in a forthcoming report.

Resufts3)

The predictions made in the introductory section are fulfy corroborated by

the data. A consistent cross-subject and cross-utterance feature of the

data is the striking rÐn-llnearity of the trajectories of tonque body no-

vsnent fron V.,l to V2 across the intervenlng consonant (see Fig. 1). The

traclngs evidence a sl-ight nìovqnent away frorn the extrerne V1 tongftre posi-

tion before the p ìrrploslon. This Íìovsnent goes in the direction of the

approxjnatefy neutral vocal tract wLlich, except for the lips, characterizes

the Íþment of p release. f-nspection of consecutive frames indicate that a

movqnent towards V, has started at the nìonìent of release b¡t that most

pa.rt of the trajectory stilJ- remains to be ccrnpleted at that time. In Fig.

2, t.].le strikingly similar vocal tract shapes at the P release of ipi, ipu'

and ipa are shown. A comçnrison with the fully developed shapes associated

with i, a, and u, vùrich can be seen in Fig. 3, reveals that the second

vowel anticipa.tion at the release is a very weak one.

Tn ipí and !p¡, there is a tongue lowering gesture which coincides

with the consonant, i.e., the tongle body does rnt rsrnin in the i and u

8
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positions even though the second vowel requires rcughly the same positlon
as the first one. The sequence utr¡r is exønplified in Fig. 4. The 'trajec-
tories' are, ìrt other words, not straight il the slnrnetricaf case either.
Sjrnilar phenornena have been observed in American English subjects (Gay

1978) .

Conclusíon

The results referred to provide a case where one pattern of articulatory
coordination (the 'alternative hypothesis') is preferred on its acotstic-
auditory merits over another, different ¡>attern (the 'null-hgnthesis').
l{hat nnkes this choice of nptor strategy pa.rticularly interestlng is that
it ca¡not be readiJ-y explained on mere anatomical or physioJ-ogical grornds.

This shows the necessity of paying adequate attention to the real object
of articulatory action, 1.e. the bringing about of specific acoustic-
auditory effects.

Notes

1. With I€nnart Nordstrand.
2. F\rrther details about experimental methods and procedures will be given

in a forthcoming publication.
3. Due to space Ìimitations, only a few representative examples of the

data can l:e shou¡n here.
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SYLLABLE STRUCTURE ¡.S Ä- FACTOR T}T SO}'!N DÀ.}IISH SOU}ID C}TAIJGES

Peter Xolbæk- Hansen

Institute of Phonetics' University of Copenhagen

Introduction
Basb9ll (f973) has argued that the syllable - con-

sidered at a rather 1ov¡ level of abstraction - rnust be

recognized as an irnportant unit in phonology. BasbÉfl has

sho\,rn, among other things, that the classification of Dani.sh

consonants according to their distrihrutional behaviour - in
particular along the fines suooested by Sigurd (1965) - nay
be rneaningfully and fruitfuJ-1y cornirared ¡r¡ith their phonetic
classification in terms of distinctive features.

It is tenpti-ng nor+ to apply BasbÍ'll's 'insicrht to the
dynarnics of phonology, in order to see v'hether the hier-
archic description of syllable structure v¡i11 in any vray

contribute to our understanding of sound chancfe.

f have attenpted to relate sone of the recent sounC

changes in Standard Danish - so \.leff docunented by Brink and

Lund (1f175) - to syl1ab1e structure conditions expressed in
terms of "order classes" and. the correspondino distinctj-ve
feature hierarchy.

Sound chanoes in 19. century Standard Danish
¡. close inspection of the fj-ndings of Rrj.nk and Lund

(1975) a11ov:s us to reconstruct v'ith reasonabl-e confidence
the sound systen of Coperrhaoen Standard Da¡rish (henceforl-h
CSD) of the late eighteenth century, and also to consider
the structure of syllables in terns of a distinctive feature
hierarchy a la BasbÉll. I¡ig. I shorvs the structure of peak +

coda of CSD syllables shortly before 1801. The order classes
are numbered (arbitrarily) from I to 5. The hierarchy
deviates from that of Basbrlll in tr''o respects: 1) the
feature fra¡nework is that of Jakobson, Fant and Ilalfe
(1952), cf. the existence of the feature "vocalic". I do not
intend to arl1ue here for or aoainst certain features or

11



Order class:

kå1'cabbage'
rçld 'red'
hær tarnyr

negl'nai1¡
tid 'tímel
arbejd: 'work!'
sejr ¡victory'
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hagl rhailr
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Fíg. 1. Segiments and order classes before 1800
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feature definítions, but the substitution in generative
phonology of the featuie "vocal-ic" by the feature "syl1abic"
seems to me rnisguided: the feature "vocalic" is in ny
opinion a useful inherent feature. 2) vov.'e1 fenqth is
interpreted analytically, i.e. the syrnbol ":" is an

abbreviation for a series of -consonantaf, +vocalic segments
(R, g' i' etc.; e.g. a vrord like vâne rhal^¡it' is interpreted
as /vaqne/), This is not to deny that vovrel Ìength may in
certain respects function as a prosodic or even as an

inherent featurei I simply assur-¡-e that lenqth and qe¡nination
are equivafent ín the sense that lonq vo\..'els behave as

single segments in certain res?ects and as a sequence of tr,¡o

segments (which happen to be identical as far as their
inherent feature cornposition is concerned) in other res-
pects, e.g. in their function in the syl1able. I follow
Basbøl,f (1973) , ho\,rever, in considerinc y a dorsal fricative
occurring after lonfJ vowefs and ()refore 1800 probably onfy
in over-distinct spelling pronunciatíons) af,ter I and ri I
thus take y and j (the latter occurring after short vor.refs

only) to be (phonetica1l1') distinct, although this distinc-
tion is not (explicitly) recognized by Brínk- and Lund, h¡ho

use the symbol y for both sounds.
If we assume that the order classes and feature

hierarchy of fig. I correctfy depicts the structure of
possible codas shortly before 1800, the follouing language
specific coda structure conditions ma1' l:e set up:
1) the coda rnay never contain r.ore than t\,¡o sionorant
seqnents
2) if a coda contains t\.7o sonorant seqments, then these
seqnents must not belong to the sarne order class; rnore

specifically: the rightnost segnent nust belong to a lovrer
order class than the l-eftnost seonent, i.e. sonority must
fafl during the sonorant part of the rhyrne of the sy1lab1e.

ÌJov/, Brink and Lund report that vocalized pronuncia-
tions of postvocalic /c/, /y/ and /v/ ruurn up - and

eventua.Ily are generalized - in the speech of people born in
the first half of t.he l!ì. century. These vocafized
pronunciations - i.e. p instead of u, ] or u ínstead of y,
and q instead of v - occur roughly in the follor"ring

13



contexts: 1) before consonants, 2) before shvia, and 3) \'.'ord

finally. ln the follovring the terr¡ "r.'eak position" v¡Íll be

used as a comnon denorninator for such contexts. These

changes may be stated inforrnally thus:
I) 6 + pinweakposition
e.g. gc:tu + gJ:'o rfarar.'

2a) y - î in v¡eak position after front vowefs and 1

e.g. sÓz'Y + slt:'i rsearch! |

2b) Y + g in vreak position after bach vor*els
e.g. bl:ty + bc:tu'book'

3) v + uinv¡eakposition
e.q. gBo:tv + góo:t!'grave'

These changes v/ere not simultaneous: according to Brink
and Lund, l) nust have started around.1800, 2a) and 2b)

started shortly before 1840, i.e, the first occurrences of !
and u instead of y are found in the speech of people vrho

r^¡ere born betv¡een 1830 and l-840. 3) started around 1850,

i.e. the first occurrences of u instead of v are found in
the speech of people viho r^:ere born around f850.

There is reason to befieve, furthernore, that the
segment ð had been reinterpreted as -consonantal, too (Brink
and Lund mentíon that this segnent r¿as often pronounced as

a fricative by their ol-dest informants ¡ todal¡ ð is never
pronounced v¡ith friction and is classified as -consonantal
(as a vocoid) by easbrtll (1975). It is reasonable to
hypothesize that around 1860 ð r¡as classified toqether with
P, J,, !, i, and : (!)as -consonantal, tvocalic.

Thus, around I86ô the vocalized pronunciations of
postvocalic /¿/, /y/, /v/, and /ô/ vras alreadlr common, at
least after long vowels 1= \z!r cf. above) , and this meant

that nìany vrords Ín r¡¡hich a long vovrel v'as foLlo¡'eC by one of
these vocalized seqr-ents had cone into conflict with the
syllable structure conditions rnentioned above: ff v¡ords like
gård, ud, bog, søg:, grav were frequently and fashionably

14



pronounced gJ: tp, u: 'ð, b3:'!, síl:'i¡ 9uo:'u around. 1860, at
least by youncf people, i.e. by people born later than, say'
1840, then these v.rords contained syllable codas h'ith
sequences of sonorant segments of equal sonority, i.e.
belongj.ng to the same ord.er class, viz. the one defined by

the features -consonantal, +vocalic (order class 4 in ficr.
1). It is very interesting to note, therefore, that Brink
and Lund report a nevr chanqe to have started around 1860,

vj-z. a general shortening of loncr vovrels before the seqments

p, l, H, and ð, i.e. exactfy the se!-rments before vrhich long
vowel-s are l-n conflict v¡i-th the hypothesized coda structure
conditions (presupposi"ng, still, that lonc¡ vor*els function
as V! in the syllable).

This vovrel shortening is far from completed today, but
in the speech of younç¡er Copenhaaeners (especially of the
higher social classes) pronunciations v¡ith long votrels in
monosyllabic v¡ords fike the ones ¡nentloned above are defi-
nitely obsolete or even impossible.

Interpretation of vovrel shorteltinc¡
If this vov¡el- shorteninç¡ is seen as a sort of therapy

the function of v¡hich is to reestabl,ish the syllable
structure conditions ¡nentioned above, then ¡r¡e can vísua.lize
the nevr¡ state of affairs (sti11 not co¡rpletefy reached) as

in fig. 2:

o r cfass:

ttíca. 2. Segments and order classes after the changes

A conparison of fi-øs. I and 2 will reveal that the
order classes - as defined by distinctive feature
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configurations - are the sar:ìe as before, but the inventories
of segments in order classes 4 and 3 have been chanc¡ed,

order class 3 havinçr been reduced to containing only the
segment I, and order class 4 havinq t¡een enriched by the
segments o and ð. In the speech of younc¡ people the segment !
(occurring only after certa.in short open vov:els) has also
disappeared, having developed into i or p in a tray paral1e1
to Y-

i'iords like bjerg 'mountain' and tØrv 'turf ' are of
particular interest ín this connection: it is uncertain
v¡hether these words vTere pronounced as true r.lonosylfables
before 1800, cf. old pronunciations like bjeu'(o) and

tæu? (a) attested by Brink and Lund and b1' o1d spellj.ngs. To-
day they are often pronounced r¡.'ith a short (r-coloured)
vovrel, i..e. bjæg', tCEgt, respectively, at least by young
people. It seems natural to relate vowef shorteníng before
-consonantal seqments to the deletion of a -consonantal,
+vocafic seqnent in the same posítion.

Needless to say, the proposed explanation of the above-
mentioned changes is, at best, a de-post-facto explanation,
but this is rr¡hat most "explanations" of sound chançre are.
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LARYNGEAL AIRWAY RESISTANCE AS A FUNCTION OF PIION¡.TION TYPE.

Eva Holnberg
Institutionen för lingvistik, Stockholn

Abstract
An indirect rnethod to estimate laryngeal aitway rcsistancc

was investigated. The ratio of the intraoral pressurc (I0P) for
the voiceless stop and the volume air flow (Vo) for the open

vowel in the CV utterance /pa/ was suggeste<l to gì,ve an cstinatê
of the laryngeal airway resistance (Rl"")l R1", = IOP,/Vo. The

prlnary variable was phonation type. It hras hypothesized that
the Rr* value would reflect the laryngeal airway resistancc
during 1) normal, 2J pressed and 3J breathy phonation. Other
controlled variables were intensity and fundanental frequency.
The results suggested that the Rr* value was highcst for
pressed phonation and lowest for breathy phonation irrespective
of intensity and fundanental frequency. Good cliscrirnination in
the Ra* value between high and loh¡ intensity was also found,
These results were interpreted to give evidence that the Rr""
value obtained with this nethod was a good index of actual
resistance.
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NET\I ENGLISH RULES FOR THE KTH TEXT-TO-SPEECH SYSTET'I

Sharon Hunnicutt
Dept. of Speech Comm., Royal Inst. of Technology, Stockholm

Introduction
A set of English rules is presently being written for

the speech synthesis systen d-eveloped at the RoyaI Institute
of lechnoloqy (KTH) in Stockholm. Thís system is constructed
to be language-independent. Rul-es were first \"rritten for

ISweclish,* and an English rule system was first presented in
')

L975.' The focus of the current effort has been the develop-
ment of a more complete set of cfrapheme-to-phoneme and lexical
stress rules. A set of rules to convert expressions involving
numbers to words has also been written for the KTH sltstem, and

a snall lexicon has been added. (l) The material in this
paper is an outgrowth of the process of constructing grapheme-

to-phoneme and fexical stress rules for the existing formalism
of the KTH system. Expressing the rules in thís formalism
provided the inpetus for a study of the constraints and the
opportunities presented by thís system, and also led to a

categorization of rules in terms of si)ecial contexts whích
signal likely exceptlons.

The KTH system accepts unrestricted input text, and its
first operation Ís to convert this text to phonemes. This
conversion is accomplished either by a small lexicon or by

two parallel sets of rules: a set of grapheme-to-phoneme

and lexical stress ru1es, and a set of number-to-ohoneme rules.
The remainder of the English system contains phonolooical
rules such as devoicing and flapping which are followed by
prosodic rules to determine segment durations and fundamental
frequency. The segments are expressed as pararneters, and

synthesized with an oVE III.5
An important feature of the KTH system is a special

higl-rer-1evel programming language, the structure of whj-ch is
símilar to that used in generative phonoloc1,.6 The present
effort represents the first larqe-sca1e attempt to have so¡ne-

one familiar \,rith the rufes of another language use this pro-
gramming languaqe to express their knowfedge of these rules.
(1)The author has lvritten a set of grapheme-to-phoneme and
Iexical stress rules for English, and has worked extensively
with various modules in the text-to-sDeech system developed at
the l.Iassachusetts Institute of TechnoloSy (l'1IT) . References
concerning this work are civen in notes 3 and 4 at the end.
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The attempt appears to have been successful; the rules were
written quickly, and the discípline of the new formalism
provided an inspiring perspective on previous work. The cate-
gorization of rul-es mentioned above and some observations
about the KTH formafisrn and the utifity of the higher-leve1
proçrramming language are presented below.

Rule Types and Speciaf Contexts
The types of rules needed to predict the grapheme-to-

phoneme correspondence in English may be separated into t\"/o
groups, basic rules, giving the normaf pronunciation, and
contextually-dependent rules. The KTH system contains approx-
imately 310 grapheme-to-phoneme rules, 50 of which specify the
basj-c, or most frequent, pronunciation of alt single vor,¡e]_s

and consonants and some consonant clusters and vowel digraphs.
Remaining rufes are rather evenfy divided into (a)rules

for affixes and (b)rules for consonants and consonant cfust-
ers, and for vowels and vowel digraphs in special contexts.
There are around 130 rules of each of these t\"¿o types.

There is some question as to whether affixes in cfeneraf
should be recognized and converted by separate rufes. l.Iany
affixes would be correctly pronounced by the rules for vowels
and consonants, would be correctly analyzed by the stress
rules, and are not used in any other rul-e contexts. On the
other hand, the morpheme boundaries they define may be useful
in syllabificatíon, and it ís possible that they signal some
prosodic effects such as reduced duration or less I0 excursion.

Special contexts, in which less frequent orapheme-to-
phoneme correspondences occur, are seen to be specified by
only about a dozen categories. Furthermore, these cateqories
frequently predict special pronunciations for both consonants
and vowefs. These categories are shown in Figure 1; the same,
or simllar, contexts for vowels and consonants are found
opposite each other. Examples of graphemes receiving correct
pronunciation Lry rules in these categiories are also shown.

I4ost speciaf contexts can be defined in terms of morpheme
boundaries. Some contexts express the notion of morph-inítial
(1) or molph-final (4) , while others specify the first (2),
fast (5,6,I0,ff) or only (3) consonant(s) or vowel- in a morph.
Other special contexts can be defined in terms of suffixes
(5,8,10). Vocalic inflectional suffixes (5) signal word-finaf
contexts and the end of free roots (6). Two types of "laxing"
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suffixes occur (10) , and seven suffixes are included in the
more generaf context specified in (8) which is used to signal
palatalization of some preceding consonants and the occurence
of a long vowel preceding a single consonant in this position.
The most prolific exception-generating contexts are those in
\,¡hich a liquid occurs; thirty such rufes are included.

Aspe : A Comparison
I"lost of the differences in the statement of the KTH rules

and the tlIT rules stem fro¡n the type of rule cycle used in
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. Application of the l{IT rufes
is accompl-ished in three passes: affix removal, consonaut con-
version in the remnant (assumed to be a monornorphemic root) ,

and conversion of the remainder, i.e., the vowels and affixes'
Suffixes are removed by rnoving inwards from the right word

boundary, and other rufes are appÌied by movinq fron left to
right through the word. In each of the passes, the word is
scanned, and the appropriate ordered set of rules for that
pass is tried until a match in contexts is found.

Application of the Kl'H rules is accomplished in one pass

through the set of rules. If a ruìe context matches anywhere

ln the word, rnovlng left to right, the conversion is made, and

the next rule context is compared. This method appears to be

much more efficient, and does not require the prograrn code

needed in the ¡1IT method to direct the various passes with
the appropriate set of rules. In fact, no new code was written
for the Engl-ish system at alf: the code existent for the
Swe<iish system serves for the Engiish rules as weii.

The major difference between the multi-pass method and

this one-pass procedure is in the manner of processinq and
ordering affixes. Recogn.ition and removal of all affixes as

a first step in the llIT alqrorithm corresponds to less than
ten rules in the KTH system which recognize vocafic inflection-
af suffj-xes and insert a morph boundary marked with the feature
"inflectional." The effect of not recognizinq aIl affíxes be-
fore consonant conversion appears to be rather small: initiaf
consonant clusters after unrecognized prefixes have been ob-
served to be mispronounced in a few cases in the KTH system.
However, the opposite effect may be observed in the MIT system:
strings incorrectly recognized as prefixes before appÌication
of the consonant rufes also lead to mistaken pronunciations.
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There ís a signíficant difference in the ordering of
suffix rules in the two algorithms. Suffixes in the l.{IT
algorithm are recognized first and converted later (in any
order). In the one-pass system, however, suffixes nust be

lisLed in the order of their probabfe occurrence from the
riglìt-hand side of the word so that their word-fj-nal or morph-
final positlon is verified. A short study was undertaken for
the purpose of determining the proper order.

There are several other differences in the processing of
affixes. Because alf consonants are converted before the
recognitì-on of most affixes in the KTH algorithm, those con-
sonants in affixes are also converted. The KTH set therefore
conLalns a few rules which are necessary in order to recognize
suffixes containlnq consonants with multiple pronunci-ations,
e.9., the suffix ic in electric or eJ-ectricity. Suffixes whose

final letter may undergo a spellincr change are also listed in
two rules. The feature of cornpatability of parts-of-speech
in a compound suffix which is found in the l.lfT alqorithm, has
not been implemented in the KTH system. This feature is \rell-
developed, but is not frequently needed, and woul-d requ.ire
additional code and a table of parts of speech for suffixes.

A number of other di-f ferences in the t\"/o sets of rules
are due to the objective of expressing all rules in the KTH

system in the higher-level programminq lanouage. The most
important difference is in the l-exical stress rules, which, in
the MIT system, are eml:edded in code. The KTH rules are ex-
pressed j-n the rule language, and are apnlied usinçf the same

formalism as that used for the grapheme-to-phoneme rules. A

rule cycle has not been implemented, but the effect of the
cycle has, for the most part, been captured ín the ru1es.

Special stress effects due to suffixation are acconplíshed
in two ways. Stress-carrying suffixes are pre-stressed in the
suffix rules by noting primary or secondary stress as a feature
of the appropriate vowe1. This stress may be adjusted later by
the stress rules themselves. Suffixes whích have no effect on

the stress cycle are preceded by a suffix boundary marker \,/ith
the feature "minus stress cycle." This feature is al-so as-
signed to word boundary symbols such as "spacer" and "periodr"
and becomes part of Lhe right context ín many stress rules.

Unlike the ¡{IT system, the KTH rules provide no device
with which to retain graphemes after their conversion to
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phonemes. The retention of graphemes in the l{IT system pro-
vides for the specification of either fetters or phonemes in
both left and right contexts. As a consequence, a substantiaf
subset of rules differ in specification of context. The KTH

rules have not yet been tested on a large set of data, but it
is believed that this difference gives neither set of rules an

advantage worthy of note.
In addition, the KTH programming language aÌlows each

phoneme and punctuation mark to be expressed in terms of dis-
tlnctive features, This type of specification makes the rules
more "transparent" than those in the l4IT proqram where vari-
ables are used. The facility of specifyinq optional elements
in this programming language has also allowed rufes to be ex-
pressed more succinctly in several cases.

The experience gained in writing English rules for the
KTH system emphasizes the utility of the hiqher levef
programming language in which the rules are written. Future
development for other languages is very much recommended.
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T}IE TER},IS TNTE}¡SIVE/EXTEITSTVE IN IIJELIISLEV'S
THEORY OF LA¡TGUAGE

John Jørgensen
Institute of Phonetics, Universtty of Copenhagen

I fntroduction
In vrorks on phonological (and phonetfc) theory of more

recent date the notl-on of markedness is often referred to as an
important phenomenon. In general, different v¡riters do not
agree in detail on what this notion is taken to mean - never-
theless, certain characteristics are most often connected to
one of the series of the opposltional pairs as opposed to the
other. The marked members of such opposltfonal pairs are by
rnost investigators said to be l) more complex, 2) absent in
positions where only one of the members occurs, 3) less fre-
quent - both in a given text of a gfven language and in the
phoneme systems of the languaçes of the vrorld. Examples are
numerous and probably vrell kno\"rn to the readers, so f sha1l
lj-mit myself to menti.on only an extreme ones If a language has
two series of stops: one produced wlth egressive aLrstream (A),
and another produced with ingressive afrstream (B), then the
(B)-series is considered to be t.he marked one. frtembers of this
serj-es are more complex, absent in positions of neutralization,
and found only in a few of the worldrs languages. There are
other instances, however, ¡¡here Ít is more dlfflcult to decide
v¡hether a given segment is to be characterized as narked or
unmarked. As an example it could be mentLoned that /s/ ís
generally described as unmarked compared to /c/, in spite of
the fact that the former is the nrore complex of the two segments
- at least from a phonetic polnt of view. Segments may be cate-
gorized as marked or unmarked depending upon the priorlty given
to the criteria chosen for categorization. For example, should
the criteria for categorization be language speciflc of uni-
versal, should they be based primarÍly on form or on substance?

2 First appearance of the notion intenslve/extensive '

If f,orm is chosen as the primary and most rellable aspect
of language, the name of Louls Hjelnslev comes inevitably to
mind. In his theory of language (glossematics) substance is
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almost completely neglected. Only formal phenomena (i.e. rela-
tÍons bet!.teen the elements of Language) are considered. In
Hjelmslevrs terminology the terms narked,/unmarked do not exist.
The glossematlc distinctlon which to some deqree corresponds to
marked/unmarked ls termed intensive,/extensive.

To get a deeper understanding of this notion it seems

relevant to qo back to the works v'here Hjelmslev lntroduced it,
viz. the book on case (1935) and his paper on linguistic rela-
tions in general (1933)1. It should be emphasized that in these
early works the notlon intenslve/extensive was used as a device
in the description of grammatlcal relations, and it was intro-
duced in the preglossematlc period.

According to HjelmsJ-ev, the description of case is always

related to one primary parameter or dimension, viz. direction-
ality¡ whlch can be represented schematically as follows:

+

closeness
0

rest or
neutralness

remoteness

or in graphical form as ln fig. 1:

+

o

Fiqure f. Graphical- representation of the directionality
dimension.

The term neutral (0 in the figure) may, hovrever, have the
following two interpretations: 1) a given case is termed 0 be-
cause it is neither + nor -, or 2) a case is termed 0 because

it is indifferently + or - or 0. Thus we are faced with a new

sort of opposition, the so-called participative opposition.
The "normaI" exc.lusive opposl-tlon (known from logics) is of the
form: A vs. anything but À. The partÍcipative opposition hâs

the following form: A vs. anything else (including A).

1) This paper was not published until 1973.
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Linguistic oppositions are, according to Hjelmslev, most
often participative and can be represented graphicalty as
follows:

tense
mood

number

adj ective
adj ective
noun

v
present
indicative
s lnqular

v
big
o1d

man

x
preterit
conj unctive
pluraI

x
littÌe
young

woman

(Danish)
(German)

(German)

(EngJ.ish)
(Eng1 ish )

(Enql ish)

vx

Fiqurg ?. Graphical representation of the participativeopposition. X is intensive and y is extensive.

In such oppositions x is called the intensive ¡nember (charac_
terized as preci-se and werl specified) r y is called the extensive
member (vague and unspecified) . In the field of grammar, ex_
amples of participative oppositions are numerous:

vs.
vs.
vs.

In the fiefd of semantics examples of participatÍon are easily
found, too:

vs
vs
vs

3 Phono logical applications
An exprÍcit application of the intensive/extensive distinc-

tion in the field of phonologlz is not found in the preglossematic
períod. I,Ihen it is used in the glossematic period, the point of
view has been changed in such a way that the formal rel-ations
implied by the distinction are used in "defining', (i.e. consti-
tuting) the singrle units (e.g. the uníts corresponding - more or
fess - to phonemes) . The terms intensive/extensive can nov¡ onLy
be used in instances of what is generarr.y catred neutrar-ization,
since it is only in such instances that it can be proved t.hat
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the extensive member covers the rvhole zone. As a phonol-ogical

example stop consonants in German may be pointed at. Because

of the neutralization in final position, p t k are described as

extensive, as opposed to b d g' which are intensive.
Basing our assumptions on the presentation in Hjelmslev

(Ig37 | 1948, 1951) , we now proceed- to the application of the

theory on real data. Parts of the French and Danish consonant

systems are taken as examP1es.

3.1 The French consonant system
The first step of the procedure is to estabfish the cate-

gori-es. on the basis of position in the syllable (including

ability to enter into clusters) the following 4 categories are

set up: 1) only initialr not in clusters,' 2) initial and

final, not in clusters, 3) initial and final, always vo\^tel ad-
jacent, 4) the rest. hle may focus on category 4 and, leaving
out (for the sake of si-mplicity) the problems of the horizontal
dimension, we find the following configuration (Hje1mslev,

1948):

o(

A

Figure 3
(Part of

Graphical representation of "category 4" (see text)
the French consonant system).

According to Hjelmslev, the lo\,¡er series (indicated by the
capital A) is the extensive one. If neutralizations are taken

into acÇount, however, it turns out that the t,/d and k,/g oppo-

èitions are neutralized under dominance of "liaison" and realized
as t and k, respectively. This ímplies (contrary to what

Hjelmslev indicates) that t and k are extensive. The opposition
f./v may equally be neutralized (at least in the word Ineuf')

under the dominance of "liaison" - implying (in agreement i^tith

what is indicated by Hjelmslev) that v is extensive. The ana-

lysis of Llne s/z opposition is simplifieil by Hjelmslev, since
for all instances of final, lat.ent s, he represends it as z in
the "underlying form". Thereby the neutralization of l-h,e s/z

b

p

d

t

Y

I

g

k

¿
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opposition uncer dominance of "1iaison" is eli-minated. However,
this procedure is problematic for adjectives ending in a final
fatent s, e.9. '1as', since such v¡ords in thej.r "underlying
form" should differ from the corresponding feminine form only
by the absence of a final schwa. The fast consonant pair to be
considered is p,/b for which pair there are no instances of neu-
trafization. There are, it is true, a few instances of 'rliaison,'
with latent p but none with a latent b. Consequently they
should be characterized as contensive. rf the critical remarks
and alternative propositÍons gíven above concerning the consonant
system are accepted, we may suggest the following modified
system:

Figure 4.Revised arrangement of "category 4". The contensive
b,/p opposition is shown separately.

3,2 The Danish consonant system
Another kind of problem turns up when an attempt is made

to apply the intensive/extensive distinction to the Danish con-
sonant system - such an analysis is made by Hjelmslev (f951) .

At first síght it might seem evident that the Danish stop
consonants fulfif the requirements for being categorized ac-
cording to the íntensive/extens.ive distinction because of the
neutralization in final position (and before schwa) . But the
distinction becomes inapplicable, because lijelmslev - in accord-
ance with his principle of "greatest possible reduction of the
inventory", vrhich is of prímary importance to him - reduces the
Danish stop consonant system from 6 to 3 "units" (plus 3

"units" consisting of stop + h). There may sti11 be said to
be neutrafization - not beth/een p t k and Þ 4 g but between
h and 0.

A
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t
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v

!
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t
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Conc remarks
In conclusion the follôvling points can be made:

l-) An analysis based on the intensive,/extensive distinction
may give results different from those achieved by a "normal',
markedness analysis. 2) The benefit of employing the intensive,/
extensive distinction may be minimi_zed by the priority gÍven to
other procedures of analysis, e.g. reduction of the inventory.

FJ-nal1y, it may be hypothesized that one of the reasons
for the many problems involved in the analysis of the intensive,/
extensive parameter in the field of phonology is that phono-
logical oppositions are more often exclusive than participative.
I¡r the field of gr¿¡mmar the situation may r^¡elJ be the opposite.
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]NVERSE FILTERING

Inger KarJ.sson
Institutionen för talöverföring, Tekniska Högsko1an, Stockholm

that the formants ofmea nsDefinition: Inverse filtering
the speech sound are damped out by

voice source signal remains,
filters so that only the

lÏy intenest in this area stems from my so far unsuccess-
ful attempts to synthesise a female voice. In an earlier stu-
dy (Karlsson, 1979), I varied all the different parameters that
separate male and female voices according to published data,
but obtained no definitely human and female voice. As very
little data about the voice source is available¡ my suspióions
are that much of the secret is hldden there. The Published
studies of the voice sounce mainly pertain to descriptions of
methods.

At present considerable research into the voice source
and different methods of inverse filtering is being done at
the Inst, of Talöverföring: G. Fant (1S791 i.s constructíng hard
ware filters to be used on speech recorded with an FM tape re-
corder. In an FIT recording the phase of the signal is retained
and frequencies down to DC are recorded, the same signal can

accordingly be filtered with many different filter settings.
G. Fant is using his results to get a mathematical description
of the voice source, especially in word endings, stress and

phoneme boundaries, J , Sundberg and J . Gauffin ( 1 SZBl are in-
vestigating the voice source of singers and untrained, normal
subjects with the aid of the mask for measuring the volume ve-
locity waveform at the mouth constructed by II Rothenberg
(19731. FinaIly J. Liljencrants has written ê computer prog-
ram for inverse filtering described by him as "an OVE III with
for-mant anti filters replacing formant fí1ters and the speech
signal as voice source." This method, as well as G. Fant's,
allows the same utterance to be inverse filtered many tímes
and, furthermone, it is possible to alter the frequencies of
the anti filters in the computer program every mi.Llisecond. I
have just started to use this program but have so far no re-
sults to present.
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In a short study from which I am going to mention some re-
su1ts, I have been using the same experimental set up of t,he
Rothenberg mask as used by Sundberg and Gauffin (1SZBl. Five
females and one male participated in the experiment and were
asked to repeat the sy11ab1e /po:,/ with different FO: high,
medium, and l-ow within their normal register and with different
voice levels: weak, moderate, and loud (not whisper or
scream). Figure 1 shows one speaker's voice pulses for diffen-
ent voice leveIs at the same FO. The material is too small to
allow for a descriptíon of different voice types but I have
tried to see how the different parameters defined by Sundberg
and Gauffin and by Fant (see figure 2) vary with FO and voice
level. The onJ.y manifest correlation between parameters I have
found is between sound pressure level and the derivative at the
instant of closing: the peak flow Aa, divided by the offset
time TO. The correlation coefficient betwee.n these two param-
eters varies for the different subjects between 0,83 altl 0.96.
The two parameters for one subject are depieted in figure 3.
Most of the subjects also show a correlation between FO and the
"base band" formant, liIG according to figure 2.

This is only a preliminary study, which I have made pnin-
cipally to get to know the technique. I will now wonk mainly
on getting descniptions of different voices.
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Figure 3. The relation between sound pressure 1eve1, SPL, and
the deriVatíve of the air flow at the instance
of closing for one subject'
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RHYME OR REASON?

ON LANGUACE DISTURBED CHILDREN-S RHYMING

Eva Magnusson

Department of linguistics and phonetics, Lund

Rhyming is something that most children at one ti_me of
their development are fascinated by. lVhat I have in mind are
rhl¡mes like "Humpty.Dumpty sat on the wal].

Humpty Dunpty .hrd . great f all. 
.

All the king's horses,
AII the king-s men

couldn-t put Humpty together again,'.
Learnt conventional rhyrnes like t.hese are not the only

kind that children use and enjoy. They also seem to take ad-
vantage of the discovery that they can produce an unlimited
number ôf rhl¡mes of their own ínvention, an ability.they make
frequent use of in games, dialogues, teasing etc.

Language dj-sturbed chlldren, on the other hand, are re-
markably insensitive to rhymes, This is a fact f have often
observed when worklng as a speech pathol-ogist with such child-
ren. In a nursery rhyme or rhymed story, normal children easi-
Iy fill in the left out rhyming h¡ords while languaoe disturb-
ed children have difficulties j.n doi.rçr so, even if they are fa-
mifiar with the story and it has been read to them several
times. If they suggest a word., it is in most cases more or
less .ap¡x'opriate in the semantic context but it is most likely
not a rh)rming word. Why then is rhl4f¡g diffi_cult for these
chil-dren? What is it that they cannot do?

llhat we do in rhyming is to separate the prevocalj-c e1e-
ment(s) of the stressed syl1ab1e from the rest of the syllable
or the rvord and to use krhat is left of the syllable or the
word as a model when producj.ng new rhymes. To do this requires
- abilíty to segment within the syllabIe, to segmen.t phonem-
ically,
- ability to identify segments as vowel_s and. consonants, in
order to be able to make the del-imitations in the correct
places,
-ability to identify the stressed syllable,
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- knowledge of the segmental order in the sequence.

It has been suggested by ¡{oskowitz (l-971) and lfaterson
(1971) among others, that children early in language acquisi-
tion use the syllable or a larger unit like the word as their
basic phonological unit. Data suggest that this may be the
case for at least some language disturbed children as vrell. ênd

that the disability in rhyming found in these children may

correlate with their prolonged use of the syllable. They would
thus not be able to participate successfully in an activity
like rhyming which requíres an ability to segment v¡ithin the
syl1able.

Some support for this is given by Savin (1972) who claims
that children, "normal middle-class children", do not learn to
segment phonemicatly until after the age of five. By the age

of five, most children have acquired the main part of the pho-
nological rules of the fanguage as evidenced by their speech

rvhich is by then easily intelligib1e. Five-year-o1d lanquage
delayed children do not have the same control of the phonolo-
gica]- rules. This leads to the question whether there is a

corrtjl-ation between rhyming and level of phonologicaÌ develop-
ment.

Some of the forms produced by language disturbed children
differ from the normal forms, I^¡hen this is the case, on which
forms do the children make their rhyming operations, on their
own produced forms or on the normal forms?

Subj ects
' The subjects are 28 children, aged 3;9 to 6;6 years, with

the di.agnosis retardatio loquendí idiopathica. The diagnosis
means, among other things, that there j-s no easily identified
etiology for the disorder, that psycho-motor and social deve-
lopment is roughly normaf, and that there is no diagnosed neu-
rological dysfunctions, Hearing is normal as shown by tone
audiometry. In this group, T have studied the children-s
speech production, their abj-lity to make auditive discrimina-
tion in their own and in other people-s speech as well as
their performance on a rhymlng task.
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Procedure
Eight sets of pictures with three pictures .in each were

used (see table 1) . Two of the pictures in each triplet repre-
sent hrords that rhyme, and the third is used as a distractor.
The distractors consist of words which have the same prevoca-
Iic and sometimes the same vocalic segments as one of the rhy-
ming words, or which have a strong semantic association with
one of the rhymes, as in the triplet'gran-kran-bada (fir-tap-
bathe) .

Tabfe I. Test materiaf
åtta råtta äta (eight rat eat) pil bi1 boll (arrow car ball)
hår får fot (Lrair gheep foot) kran gran bada (tap fir lnthe)
såg tåg tår (sav¡ train toes) k-locka docka flicka (watch dolt girl)
so1 stol skor (sr¡n cl¡air slþes) hatt katt kam (hat cat comb)

The principle of rhyrning was demonstrated to the children.
Those, who did not seem to understand the meaning of the word

"rhyme", \¡/ere told that their task rras to select the two pic-
tures out of three that "sound alike at the end". The test tri-
plets v¿ere then introduced in colwersation. I named the pic-
tures and tried to discourage the children from naming or re-
peating the words. They were then asked to respond by select-
ing what they thought were the two rhyming pictures in each of
the eight triplets.

Pretesting
Before starting the main study, T tried out the test ma-

terial- on four children with normal speech, aged four to six
years, in order tô ensure that children of tÌ.ris acle couid per-
form the kind of task required. None of the four children had

difficul-ties in understanding the task and they picked out the
rhyme pairs without any hesitation. Some of them also produced
new rhymes spontaneously, rhymes both with and without a se-
mantic content.

Results and discussion
If the chiLdren had merely made chance choices, the ex-

pected distribution of correct answers per individual woul-d

have been as shov¡n in fig.l. One child woufd have made no cor-
rect answers, four children would have made one correct answer,
eight children t\"ro correct ansr^rers etc. The distribution of
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the children's correct choices obser(/ed in this study differs
markedly from the expected distribution as can be seen in fig.
l. The children who made six or more correct answers have ap-
parently used a rhyming strategy, since no child making ex-
clusively chance choices v/as expected to make more than five
sub
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Fig.l. Expccted distribution of random choices (vùite column) and
distr:ibution of actual choices (filÌed column).

correct answers. It is however a matter for discussion which
criterion ought to be used to categorize a child as a rhymer.
It a criterion of flve correct choices is used, this rvould be
equivalent to a chance level of l0 percent and thus allow a

certain amount of uncertainty. Ten children are classed as good
rhymers 1f a criterion of six or more correct answers is used
and fifteen if the criterion is five or more correct answers.

Rhyming and level of_phonological developncnt
My next question is concerned with the relationsllip bet-

ween rhyming and leveÌ of phonological dcvelopment. phonologl-
cal developmental- level or in this case rather clegrec of devi-
ancef was assessed in the following vúay. À ratrng system with
numerical values was used. The children-s speech production was
analysed in terms of Ìinguistic simplification. Each process
was assigned a numerical value in relation to its propagation
in the system, to the number of possible contexts where it is
actuaÌly applied and to the frequency of application inpossible
contexts for each child. processes fequently used early in
chi.ldren-s language acquisition were assigned a Ìow figure and
processes prevalent later in development were assigned a high
f.igure. This gives a system where each child's dogree of devi-
ance is lndicated by a figure, These values must ìrowever be
treated with cautlon since they are based on ratings and they
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are employed here not as an exact measure of deviance but only
as a rough estj-mate of the phonoì.ogical level.

I.í9.2. shows the relation bethreen rhyming and degree of
phonological deviance. As can be seen, the range of variation
is considerable. Some children with a high degree of devianee
can rhyme and some with a nearly normaf speech can not. The
correlation for the whole group is -0.3I

choices

phonoloo ica I
dev iance

0 t0 20 30 40 50 60 -1 0 80 90 100
Fí9.2. Relation betv¡een rhyming choices and phonological devi-

ance.
In the rhyming group, where the crlterion is either five

or six correct choices, the tendency is toward a neqative cor-
relation, -0.60 for the group with six or more correct choices
The tendency is that the good rhymers have a lower degree of
deviance or a more normal speech than the poor rhyners.

Tn the non-rhyming group, there is no such relation as the
correfation is -0.01 for the group with five or less correct
choices. Several hypotheses are possible. The non-rhyming qroup
consists of children who are not able to rhyme, or of chil-dren
who are not able to handle rhyming tasks of this particular
kind or of a combination of both.

In order to test this, some of the children were excluded
from the non-rhyming group, namely those children whose degree
of phonological deviance was the same or lower than the mean
value for the rhyming group. Even so, the correlation was_0.20,
A possible interpretation ls thät there is more variation in
phonological development in the non-rhyming group than in the
rhyming group.

These results are in agreement with other findings. Stu_
dies dealing with phonetic segmentation and early reading ac-
qulsition indicate that all normally speaking children are not
able to segment phonemically or to rhyme (Liberman et a:.s,1977,
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Savin, L972). On the other hand, normal speech is not necessary
for an understanding of the rhyming principle (Curtiss,1977).

Error anal¡sis_and_representatiogal form
lfhen the children did not choose the two rhyming words as

a pair, were thej-r choices totally random or v¡ere they made

according to some other principle?
One of the original hypotheses ltas that language disturb-

ed children make semantic choices. lt appeared, however' that
this was hard to test. The children rarely chose pairs which
have an obvious semantic association by adult standards, but
it can not be excluded that some of their choices v¡ere made on
semantic grounds nevertheless. Slnce they were not asked to
motivate thelr choices, it is difficult to decide whether a

semantic strategy was used or not.
In thej-r erroneous choices some children prefer pairs

that have identical initial consonants. l4ore chil-dren choose
for-får as a pair than fot-hår, tår-tåg is a rnore likely cholce

than tår-såg. This tendency is even stronger, if Ít is assumed

that the children compared their own produced.forms .and not
the normal forms that they heard. One boy-s performance may fl-
lustrate this. He made no correct rhyming choíces and.in three-
cases he indicated all words in the triplets as rhymes. On the
other hand, if his results_'are analysed v¡ith the assumptlon
that he made his choices en the basis of identicaL initial con-
sonants in his produced forms, this accounts for six of his
cholces. Furthermore, in one case, he: said that all the words
¡rere different, which they were in his production.

Can children who choose s¡ords s¡ith ídentical initial con-
sonants segment within the syllable? One possibility is that
they compare syllables as wholes and that the initial resemb-
lance ís sufficj-enÈ for their decision which might then be

based on similarity of syllables and not on identity of parts
of sy1lables. Another possibllity is that they are able to seg-
ment .within the syllable but have insufficient knowledge of ttrc
order in the sequence.

Choices based on identical inítial consonants result in a

rhyming pai.r of words even if it is not the kind of rhyme that
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the children in thÍs study vrere instructed to make. The chj-ld-
ren in this case made alliteration instead of end or full
rhymes. Historically, alliteration is an older kind of rh)¡me

and one of the kinds that occur in ol"d Icelandic poetry as in
the Poetic Edda (Oldberg, 1945, Hallberg, I97O). End rhymes

did not appear until later and it has been suggested that they
originate from the older kind of rhymes such as alliteration-
The same kind of development may be hypothesized for children,
so that alliteratj-on is mastered before end rhyrnes. This hypo-

thetical ordering is supported by the observatíon that alLite-
ration choices were more frequent among the goôd rhymers than
in the non end rhyming group implying that children first ac-
quire an ability to segment within the syllable and only later
become aware of the sequential ordering.

In concufsion it can be said that children who are abl-e

to rhyme have a lower degree of phonological deviation or a

more normal speech. But rhyming is also possible for individu-
als !'rith deviant speech production. A more normal speech, a

better knowledge of the phonological rules of the language,
does not necessarily j.nvolve an ability to rhyme, to segment

phonemically. Something else and more is needed than the con-
trol of phonoJ.ogical rules as it is shown by speech produc-
tion. One possibility is that rhyming has a closer connection
with perceptuaJ- than with productive abil-ity and that percep-
tual competence is more developed in the deviant speakers who

rhyme than in those who do not. An alternative explanation is
that rhyming has to do with such vaguely defined notions as

Iinguistic ah/areness or metal-inguistic ability and if so the
control of phonological rules in perception and productíon is

of minor interest.
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SYNTAGMAÏIC AND PARADIGMATIC RELATII]NS IN DYSPIJONOLOCY

Nettelbladt Dalby Ulrika
Institutionen för linqvistik, forretik

Theoretical backqround
Research in chifd phonoloqy received it.s first impetus

from the work of Roman Jakobson (1941/1968).
His theory on the orderliness and universaÌity of phono-

Iogica-I development provided a fruitful framework within
which the rather amorphous data from earlier studies r¡f
children's lanquage cou-ld be interpreted.

Jakobson explicitly stated that the route of phono loqical
development is in general the same for a-11 children, with a

successive unfoldinq of phonemic contrasts from the most
maximal contrast into finer ones.

This has Led researchers to concentrate on the order in
whi ch chi I dren anqrri re particrrlar contrasts, and their res;ults
have provided norms of phonoloc¡ical development, useful For
clinical practice.

In the 70's interest turned from universal as;pects oF

phonological development to diFlerences in the Jrhonolor¡icaI
deveÌopment of individual chi-ldren,

Instead of statinq the order in which the chilrJ acr¡uires
phonemic conLrasts, Ferr¡uson (1976), describes different
strateqies used by dif,ferent children in developint¡ a ¡rtrono-
loqical system. By means oi Lhis type of description re-
searchers try to.]et a deeper insight into the underlyinr¡
processes which quide lanquaqe develo¡tmenL.

Another chanrle in focus concerns the linquistic entities
which are considered bas.ic and relevant lor analysis.

Moskowi L¿ (1971 ) and Menn. (1978) have morlÍ.fied the theory
of,lakobson by introducinr_¡ other and larqer entilies as f,unda-
menta-L in ear.ly phonoloqy.

According to .14oskowitz the chi ld develops from a sLaqe

where intonation frames florm the basjc orqanizational units
ol phonoloqy, to a syllabic staqe characterized by redu¡rli-
cations or single open syl lables.
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Menn introduces yet another concept, the canonical word
f,orm, to characteri ze the same stage. At t.he end oF the
babbling stage Lhe child fo¡malj.zes certain seqmentaf combi-
nations into recurrent canonical word forms. Two factors are
seen Lo interact in the emergence oF new and more com.pJ.ex

word forms: the child's increasing contr.ol over articulation,
and his/her need to use Iinquistic contrasts in order to be

understood
Not until later, around 2 - 2L, years oF aqe, according to

both Moskowitz and. Menn, does the child reach a.stage where
phonem i c contrasts are of primary importance.

These new developments in the theory of child phonoloqy
have proven very useiul- lor describing the phonology of
lanquaqe disabled children.

Aims of, the investi qation
The starting point lor the investigation reported on

here has been clinicaì pracLice with lanquaqe disabled
children. In al.most all cases of, lanquage disàbility there
is a concomitant dysphonology of varying degree and quality.

With some dysphonoÌogic child¡en trarliLional methods of
analysis and treatment have been found insufficient, and
thus.the question of whether the dysphonoloqy in such
children might be qual i tati vel y di fferent from other types
of dysphonoloqy arose.

The first problem for the investigation was:- Can di ffe-
rent subgroups of dysphonologic chi.Ldren be distinguished?
The second problem was: Do dysphonotoqic chitdren develop
in similar or different wãys compared to norma_l children?

Sub ects and material
Ten South-Swedish children with dysphonologies

ous degrees were chosen as subjects (mean aqe 5r5,
of vari-
range

4r3-7,0 six boys and four girls).
(A preliminary investi qation of J2 children preceeded

the present one. )

Single words were elicíted by a picture-naminq Lest and
runninq speech was elicited by asking the chi_ldren to tell
story about sequences of pictures.
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Thé tapes were transcribed according
and child-languaqe-modified transcription
1e7t).

FoIlow-up studies have been made for
year interva.ls f or 2 to 3 years.

to narrow phonetic
systems (Bush et al,

a.ll children at 4-

Anal ysi s

Traditionaf clinical practice analyzes dysphonoloqy in
terms of consonant substitution patterns. Among others Lorentz
(1976) argues that this approach to dysphonology is insuffi-
cient. 0ther types of simplifications (e.9., harmony restric-
tions) also have to be taken into account to reach a deeper
under-standing of dysphonoloqy.

In the present work the followinq aspects are considered¡
a) Dj.stribution of phonemic contrasts, substitution

patterns of consonants and vowels and presence of diphthonqi-
zation.

b) Idì.osyncratic vowel and consonant harmony restrictions
and other types of phonotactic restrictions on permitted word

iorms, e.g. deletion of unstressed syllables and reduction of
clusters.

c) Some prosodic aspects relevant for early phonoloqical
development are also taken into accounf: deve.lopment of stress
patterns and of word âccents,

Results
In discussing the results of the investigation I Find it

useful to use the dichotomy of paradigmatic versus syntagmatic
relations. Two main types of dysphonoloqy are found:

characterized by paradig-
matic substitutions only, 5 chiLdren belong to this group,
(3 boys, 2 girls, mean age 5,8, ranqe 4,1O - 7,O).

Within this group no syntagmatic restrictj.ons are found
except for consonant cluster reductions. The phonological
simpJ.ifications are exclusively of a substitution type.

Formalized as rules, these could be described as context-
Free, i.e., the substitutions are clearJ.y predictable irre-
spective of word context. Productions of specific sound: or

1, Paradiqmatic qroup. ïhis is
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words are fairly consistent.
The substitutions mostÌy afflect consonants. Ce¡tain conso_

nant contrasts are cancelled in the child's production.
The most typical simplifications in the paradiqmatic group

are the following: reduction of consonant c_Iusters, dentali-
zation of velars and stoppinq of fricatives.

2. Syntagmatic-paradiqmatic qroup. Simplifications both
in the syntaqmatic and the paradiqmatic dimensions are
characteristic oF this group. The dysphonoloqy in this group
is considered more serious than in the first group.5 chiÌdren
belong to this group (3 boys, 2 qirls, mean aqe 5r4, ¡anqe
4,3 - 6,7).

Several phonemic contrasts are collapsed in the child's
production by substitutions, some of which are similar to
those of the paradigmatic qroups r o. Ç. dentalization.

The eflect of the substitutions is variable, however, and
due amonq other things Lo stronq harmony conditions or to the
use of a restricted number oi canonical word forms. Formalized
as rules these restrictions couÌd be labþtled contexl-sensi-
tive rules or alternat.ively as stronq surface phonetic con-
straints, (Shibatani, 1911).

Although the productíon of, individual lexical items often
varies seqment.ally, canonical forms are stable within the
same recording.

Two subqroups can be differentiated within the syntaqmatic_
paradiqmaLic qroup:

a) children wiLh t.he most extreme t.ype of dysphonolot¡y
show very strict canonical word forms r e. Ç. reduplications
only. A typical prosodic feature is equal stress assiqnment.

b ) children wlth a less extreme type have stronq harmony
conditions on vowels or consonants. Most typical is an anti-
cipatory, non-contiguous consonant assimiÌation. Equal stress
is replaced by an overqeneralization of word accent ? (e,g.
"'fåqeÌ", birdr "'springer", runs) in this qroup, excel;t for
words with fate stress (e.q., ',ba'nan", banana), where the
initial syllable is deleted. In qeneral ¡rolysyllabic words are
stronqly reduced.
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Discussion
The second type of dysphonoJ-ogy closely resembles the

phonology of young chil-dren 1 - 2 years oF age. (Detailed
studies of early phonology are presented by Compton & Streeter,
'1977 , f ot example. )

Instead of subdividing the children into two different
groups, it might be advantageous to see both types of dys-
phonology as points on a common Iine of development, where
the more serious type of dysphonoloqy would represent an

early stage of phonological development.
For two reasons, however, it seems preferable to view the

two groups as distinc.t from each other.
ïhe follow-up studies show that three of the five children

with syntagmatic restrictions retain their syntagmatic
dependence, in spite oF some development along the para-
digmatic dimension. NewÌy acquired contrasts also become

invofved in assimilatory processes, and when trying to pro-
nounc6 'tongue-twietersr these children easily rclapsc into
ear.Lier patterns of strong word form restrictions.

Another teason to differentiate the two qroups is the
implications for clinical work. The syntagmatic-paradigmatic
qroup clearly represents a more serious type oF dysphonology
with a poor prognosis. In al1 oF these cases we find concomi-
tant dysgrammatism. In four oi the five syntagmatic-paradig-
matic cases we also find sympLoms of minimaÌ brain dysfunction
which might explâin the severity of their .language disability.

The present investiqation shows that strong syntagmatic
restrictions need to be identified as risk-symptoms indicating
a poor proqnosis, while exclusively paradigmatic simplifi-
cations usually disappear in time.

Distinquishinq among these two groups demands a revision
of current logopedic treatment.
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AI{ALYSIS AND PREDTCTION OF DTFFERINCE LI}{EN DATA FOR FORMANT
FREQUENCIES. THE TEST]NG OF TI\]O DISTANCE MEASURES

Lennant Nord
Dept. of Speech Communication, KTFI, Stockholm

Introduction f

The aim of this study is to relate penceptual distances
dnawn fr.om difference limen data to a physicaf distance meas-

ure, taking into account some facts about the hearing rnecha-

nism, The distance measure and its correfation to the percePt'
ual distance can be regarded as a r^tay of testing the underJ-y-
ing penception model.

V,le used sound stimuli of the type Flanagan (1955) used in
his study of difference limen for formant frequencies. Six
groups.of foun-formant synthetic vowels were produced hrith the
se¡ies synthesizer OVE III. fn each group, Fl or F2 was sys-
tematical-ly shifted in seven .steps of l0 or 25 Hz above and be-
l-ow the neference voh?els (see Tab1e 1).

Table 1. Refenence sounds for the stimuLus sets

no

Fr+

F
Ĵ

Ê2

F1

11

3550

2500
l,qñn

300

2

500

3

700

4

1000

500

5

1500

6

./. (Hz)

2000

fn an AB test, listeners judged lthethen they could discnrmrn-
ate between the reference sound and a test sound.

A number of distance measures based on a more or fess re-
fined processing of static speech sound spectna have been
presented during the fast years. The correlation between per-
ceptual data and distance measures that are solely based on

peripheral auditory processing may give poor results in iden-
tiflcation tests which involve higher levels of processing.
I{opefully, a better cornelation will- be reached if the pencept-
ual data are taken from discrimination tests where less phon-
etic processing will pl-ay a nofe for the l-istener's judgement'
This was the r:eason for choosing this particula:: set of stimuli.
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Distance Measures

In the present study, distance measures based on two

of auditory representations of the sound stimufi weretypes
tested

Plomp (f970) formufated a distance measure in a study of
the tirnbre of complex tones, Basicatly, the distarrce between

t\^ro steady state complex tones, having the same loudness,
pitch and duration was defined as the distance between two
points .in an m-dimensional space where the n coordinates cor-
respond to the intensity differences in m 1/3-octave bands
(cf. the critical band theory of hearing, Zwicker, 1961).
Plornp found a good comelation bet\reen the distance neasure
and dissimilanity indices for musical instrument tones, vo\n/-

els, arrd pipe orgarr stops. In Lindblom (1978), the measure is
tested on speech-like material and good results were likewise
obtained.

Schroeder et al (1980) proposed a spectral distance mea-

sune based on the maskirrg properties of auditory perception.
The auditory spectrum is transformed into loudness per critic-
al barrl (sone/Bark) as compared to Plomp's model which does

not include rrLasking effects, but represents the spectrum as in-
tensity per cnitical band (dB/Bark). For funther detaifs, see

Plonp (f970) and Schroeder et a] (Ì980).

Lirrdblortr and Bladon (1980 ) tested the ''schnoeder et el'r
model in a discrimination test with synthetic vowefs, Carfson
and Gnanströn (1979) examined a number of auditory models and

tested them with a variety of different speech materials. As

orre of their auditory representations of the signal spectrat
they adopted the ¡'Schroeder et alr' model but introduced the
equal lourJness curves of heaning in the transformation from in-
terrs i Ly Lo Iouclness.

In the present study, the Carlson-Granström version of
the sone/Bank repnesentation of spectra was used.2

At least t\^ro v./ays of calculating the difference bet\^/een

two tnansfonmed spectra seem reasonable. Either a sirnple sum-

¡rration of the differences between spectra at every sample
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point (in every critical band) or a geometric summation, that
is, the square root of the sum of the squared differences.
The first distance is usual-ì-y referred to as the city bfock
distance, the second gives a Euclidean distance,

The correlation between the discrimination test data and

the distance measures was evaluated for the six groups of vow-
el-fike stimufi. A linear regression r^/as assumed, but due to
the usuaf s-shape of the discrimination curve sampJ-e points
\^/ith discrimination values below 5 eo and above 95 % were ex-
cfuded from the r"egression analysis.

Results

The results from the DL test confirmed as a whofe the re-
sufts obtained by Ffanagarr (1955) with a DL val-ue of 3-5 e, of
the first and second formant frequency.

However, when looking at details of the discrimination
curves fon the eix sets of vowcl stimuli, some deviations ap-
peared, Asymmetries of the curves reported by Flanagan, that
is, cases in which the fisteners \"/ere more sensitive to a

shift of a formant in one dinection than in the other, did not
show up in the expected way in the pnesent study. As one ex-
ample, the stimufus set \nrith the refenence formant values 500,
2000, 2500, 3550 Hz, gave asymmetnic discrimination data re-
sults in the opposite direction compared to the Flanagan study.
Oun fisteners were more sensitive to an F2-lowering than to a

raising.

The explanation for the asymmetny obtained in the Fl-ana-
gan study seems intuitively cctt'ect. ldhen two forrnants ap-
pnoach each other, an i.ncrease of the F2F3 complex would ef-
fect the listener's response toh/ards being more sensitive to
an F2 raising than to an F2 lowering, A closer fook at the
local intensity change when F2 is raised 25 and 50 Hz, however,
will not show any drastic increase. fnformal tests with native
English and American Iisteners (though with a knowledge of
Swedish) showed the sanre asymmetries as for our Swedish fist-
eners, which seems to rule out an explanation ín terms of dif-
ferent phonemic border within the stimulus set. Present.l!¡, we

have no explanation for the different asymmetries.
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The correlation between the penceptual data and the dis-

tance measur:es proved to be high (r=0.8-0'9) for both models'

The intensity per crj.tical- band nepresentation gave a somewhat

but not signficiantly better fit than the loudness per critic-

al- band tlepnesentation. A distance metnic using the Euclidean

distance did not differ appr^eciably fnom the city bJ-ock dis-

tance.

A notabLe resuft was that also the discnimination test

data fo:: the stimulus sets l^tith the marked asymmetry discussed

above, comelated hteÌl with the distance measurer thus givi-ng

some support to the auditory models that I'Jel:e tested'

Ho\^rever, any distance measure based on models which try

to capture the peniphenal- auditory pr:ocessing will not be

abfe to pr"edict listeners' nesponses as soon as the decision

invol-ves a phonetically based judgement2 o::¡ in other worîds'

a more centrally located pnocessing'

In this study it i^ras thus not possible to achieve a

single physical distance value as a transformed vension of the

Difference Limen for formant frequencies, independent of for-

mant numberr vowel- sPectrum etc.

For a discussion of the nelative merits of differ'ênt au-

ditory model-s, see Ca:rlson & G::anstnöm (1979)'
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ASSIMILATIOIi OF TO

l.liels Reinholt Petersen
Institute of Phonetics, University of Copenhagen

I Introduction
The oL¡served fundamental frequency course of an utterance

can be viewed as the result of contributíons from several simul-
taneous comDonents. In Advanced Standard Copenhagen (ASC) Dan-
ish four such comDonents have to be considered (see Thorsen,
f919) : (I) a sentence component, whích gives the intonation con-
tour of the sentence, (2) a stress qroup component, which s up-
plies the Fo novements of the stress groups (a stress group in
A.SC Danish is constituted by a stressed syllable plus ti're follow-
ino unstrcssed ones), (3) - in words with 'stød' - a stød corrrpo-

seqmental (or microf¡rosodicnent, and (4) a ) component, which
qives the Fo variation attributabfe to the segments constituting
the utterance, such as inherent Fo differences anC coarticulatory
effects on Fo across seoment boundaries.

Since it is a consequence of inherent properties of tÌre
s¡eech production system and cannot be voluntarily controlleci by
the speaker, the segmentally determined Fo variation canitot -
unfíke the varlation accounted for b1' components 1, 2, and 3 -
carry linouistically refevant prosodic information. On the con-
trary, if sufficiently faroe the se?mentally determined Fo varj--
ation could be expected to interfere with and possibly distort
the contributions of the linguistically relevant components.
The present paper is intended to examine the interaction between
the seomental comÐonent (with the emphasis on the inherent Fo

differences between vo\^/eIs) and one of the linguistically rele-
vant components, viz. the stress group component.

The Fo pattern of the ASC stress group can be described as a

relatively lo\^r stressed syllable followed by a high falling tail
of unstressed syllables (Thorsen, 19'79). The Fo rise from the
stressed to the first post-tonic syllable varies between 3 and
0.5 semitones. These values are very similar to the inherent Fo

differences between high ano low vowels, which have bee¡r found
by Reinholt Petersen (1978,1979) to vary between f and 3 semi-
tones -

In theory this might imply that the Fo corrtour of an utter-
ânce could be distorted in such a manner that the perceiveci stress
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pattern would differ from that intended by the speaker as a

function of the qualities of the vowels in the utterance. Now,

such things do not happen; people normally hear stress patteLns
as intended by the speaker. One explanation for this cou.ld be

that the listener perceptually compensates for inherent Fo dif-
ferences, and thus reconstructs the intended Fo contour. Howevel:,

the inherent I'o differences are conslderably larger 1n stressed
than in unstressed syl1ables (Reinholt Petersen , I979), and th.is
means that the perceptual system would have to know the stress
pattern in order to be able to select the approprìate correction
factor for the reconstructlon of the intended stress group con-
tour. Another possibílity, which is the one under investigation
here, coul-d be hypothesj-2ed, namely that the compensation takes
place in the speech production system as a coarticul-atory assim-
il-ation of Fo between syllables wh.ich more or less smoothes out
the distortion and thereby preserves the intended Fo contour.

2 Experiment T

fn experiment I the following questions were considered:
(1) Can Fo in one syllaLrle be influenced by hiqh vs, low vowel
(i.e. a vowel- with high vs. fow inherent Fo) in adjacent syllab-
les? (2) fs the effect, if any, directional (i.e. is it the pre-
ceding or the folÌowing vowel that has the stronger effect) ?

(3) Are there differences between syllables in different posi-
tions in the stress group as to hov¡ strongfy Fo is influcnced?

Method
The mater.ial consisted of mVmVmVmV nonsense words in which

the vowefs i and o and u and o. alternated in such a manner that
it was possible to see how Fo in these vowels was influenced by

i vs. o. and u vs. o. in precedino and folfowing syllables in the
stress group positions lst pretonic (or more correctly, in the
fast unstressed syllable in the preceding stress group), stressed,
lst post-tonic, and 2nd post-tonic. The words - embedded in
frame sentences - were read by two femafe (K¡1, SI) and two male
(PA, NR) ASC speakers. Sìx repetitions of each word were obtained
for each speaker.

2.2 Resufts
Fig. J- shows the average Fo ln semitones over all subjects

as a function of high vs. low vowel in the preceding and the

2.r
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following sy11ables in the four stress group positions under
investigation. It is seen from fig. I that Fo is faj-rly consis-
tently higher after i and u than after o. The strongest effect
is found in the first post-tonic syllable, where it approaches
one semitone. The following vowel seems to have no consistent
effect on Fo. Thus the present data may be taken as evj_dence for
a progressive assimilation of .Fo which tends to preserve the in-
tended Fo contour, and particularly the Fo rise from the stressed
to the first post-tonic syllable, although - it must be empha-
sized - the inherent difference of about trro semitones in the
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stressed syllable is compensated by less than one semitone in the
firsÈ post-tonic.

3 Experiment If
The aim of experiment Ir r^tas to see (f) whether an intrinsic

Fo difference in the stressed syllable ascribed not to high vs-

low vowel but to the initial consonant would influence Fo in the
first post-Lonic, and (2) if the effect of high vs. low vowel in
the stressed syllable on. Fo ilt'the first post-tonic would be the
same whether the consonant intervening bet\4teen the two syllables
was voiced (as in experiment r) or volceless.

3.1 Method
The materiaL consisted of nonsense words representing all

'CVCV combinations of C = m and f and V = i and o. The words
were inserted in carrier phrases and read by the same subjects
as in experiment I. Six repetitions of each word were obtained
per subject.

3.2 Results
A prerequisite for considering at al-l question (I) above

was that initial f vs. m had an effect on Fo in the same syJ-1ab1e.

fn the present material Fo \n/as found to be 0.9 semi-tones hÍgher
after f than after m in stressed syllables. This figure is com-

parable in magnitude to the Fo difference between i and cr, which
was found to be I.3 semitones in this material. On this basis.
the effects of i vs. o and of f vs. m in the stressed syllable
on Fo in the first post-tonic might also be expected to be of
comparable magnitudes. This is not the case, ho¡tever. From fig.
2 it appears that whereas Fo in the flrst post-tonic is higher
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after i than after o- in the stressed syl-tab1e, the initi-af con-
sonant in that syllable has only a very slight effect, if any at
alÌ, on Fo in the first post-tonic.

The effect of i vs. o in the stressed syllable on Fo in the
first post-tonic is present whether the consonant interveni-ng
between the two syllables is voiced or voiceless, although the
effect seems to be slightly smaller across I than across m.

4 Discussíon
As sho\,/n in the experiments reported above the effect of

high vs. fow vowel in the stressed syllable on Fo in the first
post-tonic approaches one semitone. If an effect of that mag_
nitude were to be accounted for by coarticuratory assimi.r-ation
of tongue height in the first post-tonic vowel, a radical qual-
ity shift shoufd be expected in that vower as a function of the
tongue height of the vov/el in the stressed syllabte. Thls ap_
plies whether the inherent Fo differences between vowels are to
be explained by an acoustic source/tract coupling hypothesis or
by a physiologically based tongue pulL hypothesis (a review of
these hypotheses is given eg. in Ohala I Ig13). However, no such
change is immediately audible, and measurements of Fl and F2 in
cr in first post-tonic sylrabres of the materiaf of experi-ment r
show only a moderate effect on the formant frequencies from vowels
in adjacent syllables (see fiq. 3), Furthermore, the formant
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frequencies (particularly the second formant frequency) seem to

be rather systematically influenced by the vovrel-s both in the

preceding an¿l the following syllables.
Thus, there seems to be a discrepancy between the effect of

neighbouring vowels on Fo and the effect of neighbouring vowels

on the position of the tongue body, both as regards magnitude and

direction. (This statement presupposes, of course, that formant

frequency changes in the present materiaf can be ascribed to
tongue body position changes, which can be taken to be the case

in the i/o words' but not with safety in the u/o words, where

lip rounding is involved).
The discrepancy rnay be explained, however, if - under the

tongue pull hypothesis - the relation between tongue height and

vocal cord tension can be described in terms of a spring-mass
system, where the driving force is the tongue body, the sPring
represents the connection between the tongue body and the laryn-
geal structures, and the mass represents vocal cord tension.
If this description is tenable, changes in vocaf cord tension,
and hence in Fo, will occur with a delay relative to the changes

in tongue height which produce them.
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ETUDE COMPARATTVE DES VARIATTONS DE LA FREQUENCE
FONDAMENTALE EN SUEDOIS ET EN FRANÇATS.

Paul Touati
Institut de phonétique,Lund.

cette communicatÍon présente res premiers résurtats d'une
étude cornparative des variations de 1a fréquence fondamentare
dans des phrases símples du suédois et du français.Dix phra_
ses suédoises(répétées cinq fois par un locuteur suédois)et
dix phrases françaises (eI1es aussi répétées cinq fois par un
l-ocuteur français)ont servj. de corpus.Le dépouillement des
100 tracés de la fréquence fondamentale a permis de dégager
des contours-types.Le choix de 1'étude comparative des varia_
tions de la fondamentare n'est pas linguistiquement aléatoi_re.
If se base sur la corrélation existante entre accentrentité
linguistique et 1a fréquence fondamentale,marque substantielle
de cet accentl.Cette étude comparative se situe cependant
ol.ans une perspective pédagogique.Elle viserdans un premier
temps,à prédire des erreurs de prononciation(au niveau prosodi-
quelde français parlant suédois et de suédois parlant français.

1 . Procédure expérimentale
Notre but 6tant de réaliser une analyse comparative,nous

avons donc chercher à mettre au point un corpus de phrases
susceptíbres d'être comparées.Nous avons selectionné des phra-
ses très similaires de par leur signifié,de par leur
composition segmentale et surtout de par leur accentuation
(les unités lexicales suédoises sont accentuées,comme 1es
françaises,sur la syllabe finale ).L'énoncé de base du corpus
est: "Crest+SN', (en suédois:',Det är+SN")comme p ex dans,,C,est
un café" = "Det är ett kafé',.A partir de cet énoncé de base
nous avons procédé à une doubl-e extention,d.'une part une ex_
tention syllabique de 1'unité lexicale(café devenant canapé,
pui-s monographie etc..)et d'autre part à une extention lexi_
cale(Ia phrase de base ayant été ainsi transformée,par cette
adjonctionren deux groupes prosodiquesrun groupe initial et
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et un groupe final)."C'est un café" devient donc "C'est un café
de Paris".Les phrases de I'extention syllabique composent 1'en-
semble E1,celles de I'extention lexicale 1'ensemble E2.Les deux
locut.eurs masculins viennent du sud de leurpays respectif (Grr:.-
noble et l,und) . Sife locuteur françaj-s parle un français stan-
dard,fe focuteur suédois parle,en revanche,le scannÍen gui est
une variante diafectale dont fes caractéristiques prosodiques
ont été spécifíées,en relation avec d'autres variantes,dans un
modèIe intonatif proposé par Bruce G. et Gårding E. ('1978).L'en-
registrement a été réalisé en chambre sourde à f institut de
Phonétique de Lund.Chaque locuteur a donc lu cinq fois 1es dix
phrases présentées sur fiches.Chaque fois 1'ordre de présenta-
tion a été ilifférent et décidé de manière aléatoire.Les tracés
ont été obtenus àI'aide d'un "Fundamental Frequency Meter"(Type
FFlvi 650).Après dépouillement de tous les tracés,certaj_ns con-
tours-types ont été retenus.

2. Résultats
Nous commencerons avec I'examen des contours du suédois.

Les phrases de fr-enseirble E1 se caractérisent par une légère
montée(10 Hz) ã partir d'une fréquence d'attaque extrâmement
régu1ière(105 Hz)quj- permeÈ au locuteur scannien d'atteinclre un
plateau sur lequel il se maintient tout au long de la réalisa-
tion des syllabes atones.Arrivé à Ia syllabe accentuée(gui dans
ce cas porte I'accent de mot et de phrase) fe locuteur réalise
une montée rapide(de 30 à 40 Hz)qui 1ui permet d'attelndre le
sommet intonat-if d.e l'énoncé.Cette montée est alors suivie
d'une descente très marquée(50 à 60 Hz) (fig.1b par exemple).La
stratégíe intonative du locuteur suédois pour cet ensembfe de
phrases est refativement simple:elle consist.e à se maintenir
pendant les syllabes atones sur un pfateau et à produire,sous
Ia syllabe accentu6e, une variation tonale bien marquée(montée-
descente).Les phrases de I'ensemble E2 se subdivisent en deux
groupes prosodiques.Le groupe initial reproduit en grande par-
tj-e fes variati-ons de El.Le groupe final,plus court,emploi-t les
syllabes atones comme préparation de la montée tonale de la sy-
llabe accentuée pour atteindre un sommet intonatifipJ.us bas que

celui du groupe initial).1,a syJ-1abe accentuée est alors réali-
sée par une rapide chute tonale(fíq.1c).
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Dans les phrases francaises de frensemble E1,il semble évident
qu'i1 faíIle séparer les énoncés courts du type "C'est un café"
(fig.2a) des énoncés longs du type "C'est une manipulation"
(fig.2b).En effet dans le cas de l'énoncé court,fe contour-
type est de forme triangulaire avec un sommet intonatif sous
la syllabe prétonique.On observe en revanche que plus f'énon-
cé devient long,plus Ia prétonique descend et plus une montée

apparait cfairement à f initiafe de f'unité fexicale.J'inter-
preterai cette différence de stratégie comme une plus grande
intégration de I'unité lexicale à l'accentuation de phrase
dans le cas des énoncés courts et comme une définiLion de

cette unj-té en tant que groupe prosodique dans le cas des énon-
cés longs.L'ensemble E2 diffère de E1 dans Ia mesure où 1'ex-
tention fexj-cale a opéré une division de I'énoncé en deux grou-
pes prosodiques de niveau inférieur;ceci a pour résultat de

donner à la syllabe finale du groupe initial un contour mon-

tant,celle du groupe final ayant un contour descendant.Les
montées apparalssent aussi dans cette ensemble à lrinitiale
des unités lexicales(fig.2c! .Ceci viendrait corroborer lridée
drune stratégie chez le locuteur français,lequel à I'aide
d'une invariable(fa montée initiale) et d'une variable(la mon-

tée ou la descente finale) marque les limites des groupes pro-
sodiques.

3.Analyse comparative et conclusion
Cette description des variations de la fréquence fonda-

mentale de phrases similarres suédoises et francaises nous
permet d'établir une comparaison qui met clairement à jour
deux différences.La première est Ia présence en francais(ver-
sus absence en suédois) d'une montée initiafe au début du
rrlot prosodique2.La deuxième différence nous serûbIe plus impor-
tante.Elle concerne la réalisation de la syllabe accentuée
finafe.Celle-ci est réa1isée en francais soit par une montée,
soit par une chute tonale alors qu'en suédois,elle exige une
variation tonale bien marquée?et double (montée-descente) (fig.
2a,2b,2c et 1a,1b,1c).Une petite matrice nous permettra de
mieux visualiser ces différences phonétiques:
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+

l"lontée
i,nitiale

Variation
ma¡quée

Suédois

Ivla conclus.lon prenclra -La torr0e oe prédictions.Un locuteur fran-
çais qui prononcerait les phrases suédoises risque de trop mar-
quer I'initial du groupe prosodique par une montée tonafe bien
nette,Ia réal-isation de 1a syllabe accentuée rísque'en revan-
che,d'etre limitée à une seufe montée ou chute tonale.Quant
au.l-ocuteur suédois,íl y a de grandes chances pour que sa pro-
nonciation des phrases françaises passe sous silence la montée

initiale et manifeste 1'accent final par une variat.ion tonale
trop marquée.11 conviendrait naturellement de vérifier ces pré-
dictions par une analyse d'erreurs des productions tonales
françaises d'un locuteur suédois(et vice versa).Une synthèse
qui introdulralt,sur la base des dlfférences constatées,I'ac-
cent suédois dans des phrases francaises et l'accent français
dans des phrases suédoises pourräit nous renseigner sur la va-
leur,pour 1a perception,de ces deux différences de production.
IÌ suffirait pour cela d'employer ces différences comme varia-
Ì¡les dans une série de tests de perception.Ces deux procédures
de vérification seront I'objet de recherches ultérieures.

1!ote s

1 . Cf. Fonagy I. : "J'entend par accent f 'entité linguistique (pro-
sodique) ayant pour fonction principale la míse en refief
d'une syllabe et dont la substance consiste dans un plus
grand effort expiratoire et articulatoire...La courbe de fré-
quence fondamentale qui réagit sensiblement aux changements

de pressions sous-gÌottique et supra glottique est Ie meilleur
indicateur de I 'effort. " (Fonagy I. 191 9) .

2.S'il s'avère possible,dans une description du système proso-
dique du français,de se limiter aux seuls contours mé1odi-
ques fi-naux,comlne le propose p ex Martin Ph. (1978),il me
semble,dans Ie cadre d'une analyse comparative,plus judi-
cieux de conserver comme éléments de comparaison tous les
é]éments quí établissent une dífférence entre les systèmes
comparés.
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3.Cette différence semble confirmer la réflexion que faitFonagyl1979llors gu'il écrit,:"En tachant de détérmíner Iaplace de lraccent dans Ia phrase,on a liimpression que lrac-cent francais est souvent moins marquérpluã,'fuyant,,q-ue dansles autres langues romanes,dans les-langues gehnani{ues etslaves ou dans le hongroÍs."
Référe nces

Bruce c.et Gårding E. l9?8. A prosodic typotogy for Slredishdialects.Travaux de lrlnstitut de r,fnãuistiãue de Lund XIIf
219-228.

Fonagy I. lglg.Lraccent français:accent probalitaire.Studia
Phonética 1 5.Didier.Montréal,paris,Bruxelles. 1 23-233.
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AN TNVESTIGATTON OF PROSODY IN SOME DfALECTS OF SMÂLAND

Ursula Willstedt
fnstitutionen för lingvistik, Lund

fntroduction
The framework on which this study is based is the model

for describing and comparing the prosorly of Swedish dia_
J-ects devefoped by E. cårding & C. Bruce, as part of the pro-
ject "Swedish Prosody". Four qeographical- areas served. as the
basis for their study, represented blr' the dialects of l,tafmö
(<lesicrnated as 1A), Dalarna (18) , Stockholm (24) and cotherr-
burg (28). The prínciple has been to use a sma1l number of va-
riables to derive and generate the intonation patterns of the
different dialects. The model consist of three Þarts:
1. A linguistic part with dialect-dependent representâtions of
the manifestations of word accents and sentence accents (Fiq.1).
2. Àn al-gorithmic part with dial-ect-independent ruJ_es which,
together with the information in parts 1 and 3, generate the
intonation patterns.
3. A set of conventions and prescriptions for the application
of the rules of the algorithm.

The word accents are represented by a high and a fow fre-
guency point (the stars in figure 1.) These occur at different
points in t-ime clepending on the dialect, but accentl(Al) always
occurs earlÍer than accent 2 (A2'). Sentence accent (SA) is
manifested as a widening of the frequency range, either in the
focused word itself (cf. Malmö and Dalarna) or after it (cf.
Stockholm and Gothenburg) . For a more detailed description of
the model cf. Bruce & Gårding, 1978.

The pur¡ose of the investigation that I wift describe here
was to analyze transitional dialects lylng somewhere in between
the prototypes for 1A and 24. Småfand is a suitable area for
finding such dialects (cf. Fig. 2),

Material s

The test sentences I have used were a subset of those
velope<1 and studied by G. Bruce (1977) , These were of three
different tvpes:

de-
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Man vill a-namma nåra -längre -nu¡uner (accent 1 only)

{
we
one want(s) to adopt some longer numberst

vte
one ]*""

'1ämna nåra tlånga 'nunnor (accent 2)

t(s) to feave some long nuns,1

'lämna nåra -långanunmer (compound with accent 2)

Man viII

{
Man vill
'{3:.1t"".(s) to leave some Långa-numbers'1

I
The informants who participated in the study were twelve

high school (gymnasie) students studying in Växjö and Älmhult.
All were femal-e except for one informant from Växjö. Their home

towns lie for the most part in southern Småland, as shown in
Fí9. 2.

Växjö dialect (Fig 3. )

"I
f"O'L

+
I

l+
l+
tl
llr

v?n-¿ryr??+ -----wrr---a?m
v c 'v c: v c v

Fig. 4 shovrs the data for the Vlíxjö dialect
as they are represented 1n the linguis-
tic part of the model. If we compare
the data for the manifestation of word
accents in Växjö with those for Gothen-
burg (as in Fig. 1), we find that the

wide interval after n positions of the high points for ac-
SA H after Ä cent 1 and accent 2 are strikingly sim-

Fig. 4. ilar. The 1ow points occur approxi-
nrately one segment Ìater in the Växjö

dialect. In other words, it seems as though the word accent faII
is somewhat less steep in Växjö than in Gothenburg. But after
normalizing and comparing the data for additional informants
(to be presented in a later report) from both Vãxjö and Gothen-
burg, I found that there was no evidence for such a relation-
ship between the two diafects' word accent manifestations. On

the other hand, the high point of accent 2 in Gothenburg and
the other diafects in the 28 area seems to occur somewhat ear-
Iier in the stressed vowef than the model predicts. Consequent-
ly, for area 2B (Gothenburg) , I will be using a high point
for accent 2 whichlies approximately 10? (of the vor^¡el duration)
from the end of the vowel segment. The timing of the other turn-
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ing points, both for word accent and sentence accent manifesta-
tions, is in agreement with the model's predictions for the
Gothenburg intonation Pattern.

Sentence accent is manifested j-n the same way as in Stock-
holm (24) ¡ i.e., vtj-th a rapid rise after the word accent, fol-
lowed by a plateau up to the postfocal word accent- Vthen there
is no postfocal accent, there is still a sharp rise after the
word accent, occurring in the final vowel.

Lessebo dialect

We can see from the data presented in
Fig. 5 that the word accent manifesta-
tions in the Lessebo dialect' for both
word accents' agree well with my inteI:'
pretation of the Gothenburg pattern.

Sentence accent is consistentlY
manifested as in Växjö, except for com-

poundg. While the compounds in the Växjö
dialect showed a pattern similar to
that of Stockholm, with a rise in the

[xtAll I

tt l*
lx l+o,l.ii+

ùrn---arn rf--wrrffi

SA

Fig.

Y{ide interval after A

II after A

v c tv c: v c v

5

vc vc:vcv

secondary-stressed vowel, f,essebo shows a sharp rise in the fi-
nal vowel, as in Gothenburg.

Vålckelsång d ialect

+ Accent 'l shows the same patlern as in
Gothenburg, Växjö and Lessebo, while
accent 2 is more similar to a Scanian
Malmö pattern. Sentence accent is man-

ifested as in Växjö.

lH

^'t
lx

A'L

SA

I
I

I

I

I

I
Ì
I

I

lfide interval after A

H after A

Fig.6.



Möç:keIn dialect (Fiq. 7. )

A1

SA

v c tv c: v cv
Wide lnterval after A

H after A

Fig. 8.

either rising or
sition in Fig. 7

Växjö who is not

Bökeberqa diafect (Fio. 9

H

falling (cf., for example, the final focus po-
A similar variation was seen in a speaker from

presented here. )

This speaker shows strong similarities
to the Växjö dialect with regard to
Lroth word accent and sentence accent
manifestation. An important differencen
however, is that in compounds there is
no rise in the secondary-stressed vowel
in the Möckeln dialect, but rather a
rise in the fi-nal vowel. The manifesta-
tion of focal accent 1 appears to be
variabfe. The stressed vowel can be

This informant, who is the sole north-
ern Scania area representatj_ve in the
materiaf, differs greatly from all the
others. Her i4rord accent patterns are
the same as those of the Malmö dialect.

H I
I

I I

A1

*
Ilrlrttlt +

1,711:---T777TI----------WT-V7T
v c 'v c: v c v The manifestation of sentence accent is

Wide interval at (after) ¡ somewhat harder to describe: In finaf
SA

Iower L position, focus (sentence accent) is
(ll after A) manifested by a rise in the final. vowel,

Fig' 10 as in Småtand especially for accent 2.
Focus in earlier positions has a lower focal turníng point which
can, but need not be followed by a rise. Thus there is always a
wide frequency interval- within the focal word, and occasionally
after it as well.

Discussion and sunìmary

Alt.hough the data-base is somewhat limited, it does sug-
gest a number of characteristic features of the prosody of the
diafects of SmåIand. The manifestation of word accent, for non-
focal accent 1, as well as the manifestation of sentence accent,
witÈ a sharp rise after the word accent, seems to be character-
istic for these speakers. A final accent 2 word in focus has a
rise in the final vowel.
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Compounds in Småland are characterized by varying patternsi
They either have a rise in the final vowel (as in Möckefn and

Lessebo) or a rise in the vowel carrying secondary stress (as

in Växjö and Väckelsång) . lt is interesting to note that the
only major difference found between Växjö and Möckeln concerned
the manj-festation of sentence accent for final compounds.

Compounds in Bökeberga, which is situated in the northern
part of Scania (that is, just outside of Småland), show no

change in F¡ after the stressed sv1lab1e. This pattern âgrees
well with the prototype for the fA area (Malmö) .

Swed¡sh intonation modêl¡ Linguistic components

Diale cta I re pre s en t at io n s

SI

SA
FO-

^2

A1

L at onset and L at offset (statementl

H igher H
LLoweÌ

Wide interval at A

H o

L o
7----7-------V-Vvc'vcrvcv

H o

L o

1A South
e.g. Malmö

Higher H

o

o
vC'v C¡ vCv

o

o

18 Central
s.gl Dalarna

H áfter A

Wide interval after A

o

o
?_=V_V7Í_V'
vc 'v c: vcv

o

o

2A East
e.s. Stockholm

LatA
H late after A

o

o
vc 'v cr vcv

o

o

28 West
e.q, Göleborg

Fiç{.1. Prosodic variab.Ies in the model for Swedish intonation
patterns. From Bruce & Gårding J-978.

Stockholm

,'f

a

I
tGöteborq

SMÂLAND

\ växj ö
a

a
keln

rga.

Les
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a. väck
-a- - 

- -

\

Yig.2. Geographi
informant dia1ec

cat distribution of
Malmö Ls.
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Àccent 1

-uan 

vlll anama nåra långre NUMUER
...Man vtll ÀNÀMn nåra långre numer

I

2P¡ú

'.+'t
22ù-

,a+

Àccent 2

-üan 
vill länna nåra

...Man vi1l tlilrNA nåra
Iånga
långa

NUNNOR

SMI'IÀNSATNING

-Man 
vlII 1ämna nåra LÁNGANUUüER

...üan vllI LAMNA nåra långanumer

.aa

Fic. 9. RePresentative patterns for Bökeberga*

Footnote
1. "1,ånqa nunnor was established as a new kind of pastry analo-
qic-tõ-ñu¡rãrl (rit,'munks')'bismarksr. Låqgangmmer are
numbers-fîoln the town of Långa-

19?7: Swedish word accents in sentence
perspective. GleeruP Lund-
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CO}4PUTER RESYNTHES]S OF SPEECH

ON PHONETIC PRI}¡CIPLES

L. Nordstrand and S.E.G. öhman
Dept of Linguistics, Uppsala

Introduction
In Zetterlund, llordstrand and Engstrand (1|97'l and Engstrand,
Nordstrand and Zetterlund (19791 iL was demonst,rated how the
prosody (fundamental frequency contour and physical segment
durations) of a tape recording of spoken utterances can be
manipulated using Lpc methods without much affecting the voice
characteristics of the speaker or the phonetic identity of the
so-cal1ed 'segmental' features of the utterancel). Using this
method it has been possible to perform certain phonetic ex_
periments that tend support to the theory that intonati-on in
Swedish (and probably in many other languages also) is deter_
mj-ned by certain (relative) pitch levels that must be reached
simultaneously with certain definite nonprosodic sound effects
(primarily the vowels) produced during the course of the
speech act. On this assumption it appears to be possible to
pìedict the durations of the physical segments from a know_
ledge of 1) the sequence of phonemes2) ..rd 2) the relative
pitch levefs of the phonemes that carry such ]evels. This
should be a basic principle - in so far it holds _ for any
synthesis-by-rule system.

To carry the phonetic experiments further one should no..r
like to be able to manlpulate the parameters of the ,segmentrlr
sound effects, also. I.ê. , one should like, in a given re_
cording of a certain utterance/ to be abl-e to change the
sense-d.i-scriminating features3) of certain occurrences, in
that utterance, of various segmental phonemes. It \,¡ould of
course also be desirabre to be abfe to manipulate other kinds
of feature, e.g. expressì-ve features, and, in fact, any kind
of phonetically relevant featu::e.

ft is not at a1f obvious, however, how segmental para_
meters can be controlfed in an LpC analysis/synthesis system.
The problem can be solved on certain conditions, however.
First, one has to find a one-to-one transformation from the
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filter coefficients to a set of parameters whose relatlon to

the synthesized acoustic phonetic effect is explicitly known'

Second, in order to make the method easy to use' there should

be included a process of interpolation along the time axis

between given phonetic sound effects in a phoneme str'ing'

Third, to insure that the intermediate sound effects generated

by this interpolation procedure do not strike the ear as ín-'

dependent 'intruding phonemes' , Yêt another one-to-one trans-

formation has to be found, one that maps the filter coeffi-

cients into a further parameter set'

what parameters to control
Theory as well as experience with formant synthesis motivate

us to use spectral parameters for control and ma-nj-pulatíon

purposes. The transformation that maps the LPC coefficients on

the spectral domain is defined by the fundamental theorem of

algebra, relating coefficients and roots of a polynomial equa -

'tion.. LPC formants and bandwidths are defined through' úþe

roots of the complex polynomial whose coefficients are equal

to the LPC coefficients. Effj-cient algorithms to solve for the

roots of the polynomials are available in standard computer

systems' and the converse computation of coefficients from

roots can be performed by means of a simpte well-known formuÌa

Hor^t to interpo]ate
Any interpolation method to L¡e used muqt mqot two'åequirements:

(1) it. must guarantee that the synthesis filters are stable'

(21 it must not introduce 'intruding phonemes' '

The parameter set that first comes to mj-nd as a possible

candidäte for these purposes ls the set of filter coefficients

themselves, i.ê. , the LPC coefficients, as they are also

called.Linearinterpolationoftheseparametersdoesnotgua-
rantee stability, however ftrlarkel & Gray (1976)] ' On the

other hand, linear interpolation of the roots (i'e' formant

frequencies and bandwidths) of the LPc polynomial always gua-

rantees stability, but this method entails a sorting problem

(the so-called formant tracking problem) since the roots in

questj-on do notpossess any obvious partial ordering' A number

of other methods have recently been worked out (see e.g. ¡'Íarkel

1\



& Gray -76), and the parameter sets defined by these transfor-
mations are tabulated in Table 1 where data relating to sta_
bility are also given. Fig 1 shov/s how the poles move in the
z-plane under linear interpolation of the various parameter
sets (Ín each case using six filter coefficients).

On the basis of the above discussion and informal experi.
ments linear interpolation has been tried using area coeffi_
cients, log area coefficients and arc si.ne of the reflexion
coefficients. It was found that synthesis based on interpol_a_.
tion of the arc sine of the reflexion coefficients gave a
quality superior to the other methods. probably this i.s due to
the fact that the arc sine transformation produces a more even
distribution of the reflexj.on coefficients near their peak
values, i.e. , when these values are close to 1.

Using this method the following phonetic experiment vras
performed. The phonetically crucial j_nstants of time in a given
utterance was marked with help of a display of the pressure/
time wave form. These moments were picked in accordance wj.th
phonetic principles sketched in öhman et al. (19791. LpC coef_
ficients r4'ere computed at the cruciar i-nstants and stored arong
with the refevant tj_me coordinate. I{ith this as j-nput data the
gaps between the cruciaf instants were firled with interpofated
LPC coeffÍcient sets, so that a ner¡, speech wave could be re_
synthesized.

The signal thus obtained sounded suprisingly similar to
the original. One r,¡il1 recognize the voice of the speaker, his
dialect, and, of course, what he says \,¡ithout much more distor..
tion than a simple LpC analysis-and-resynthesis (without inter._
vening parameter manipulations) will cause.

Recordings of these tests \,/ere ptayed at the conference
(see Fig 2) "
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(a) (d)

(b) (el

(c) (f)

r.ig 1. Variations of the root locatlons (the poles) of an
LPC polynonl-al as a functlon of Linear interpolatlon of
a) flltercoefficients, b) cepstral coefflclents, c) auto-
correlation, d) reflection coefficients, e) area functlons
and f) arcsln of reflection coefficients.
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Name

Table 1. The various parameter sets based upon the IPC
formulation.

filter coefficients
cepstral coefficients
autocorrelation
ref lection coef f icients
area functions
arcsin of reflect.ion coeficients

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
YeS
Yes

Stability

OURA

Amplitude

Intensity

rLPC spect-
rogramr $/ith
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(ai

(b)
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Fig 2. Amplitude, intensity, Fo and 'LPC spectrogram'as a
function of timerof the word "lejon" (lion) in the test
utterance, a) analysed 'LPC spectrogram', b) interpolated
tLPC spectrogram', The 'crucial j-nstants of time' are marked
with vertical lines.
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Notes
1. It is this process of analysis followed by manipulation of

analysis parameters followed by synthesis from the para-
peters thus obtained that is referred to by the word
Resynthesis of the title of this paper .:. ....

2. The concept of phoneme intended here is sketchêd b'riefly 
.

in öhman, Zetterlund, Nordstrand and Engsttand .(1,979).
3. Cf . Jakobson e ¡Iaugh l1g7gl for t.his term.
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